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Regal Home and Gifts Inc. (RHG) is committed to providing you with the high level of customer service which you’ve come to expect 
from quality retailers. If you are not satisfied with the products you ordered, please contact your Regal  
Ambassador for assistance, or contact us via e-mail within 30 days of receipt to request a return authorization number (RA#); please 
include your order number with your request.

RHG makes no express or implied warranties, representations or conditions with respect to any items sold in the catalogue (including 
warranties or conditions of fitness, merchantability, non-infringement, or any implied warranties or conditions arising out of course of 
performance, dealing, or trade usage).

Every effort has been made to reproduce product colours; however, colours may vary due to reproduction limitations.

In addition, RHG makes no representations, warranties or conditions that the information contained in this catalogue is error free and 
RHG will not be liable for the consequences of any errors.

Please review the complete terms and conditions on our order form or by visiting our website, Regal.ca.
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You can still shop from your Issue 4 catalogue:

Holiday décor - pages 50 – 57 of issue 4
Ornaments - pages 58 – 72 of issue 4
Gift wrap, cards, and tags - pages 78 – 83 of issue 4

We want to take this opportunity to wish you a 
Merry Christmas and all the best for 2018.
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POPCORN BOWL
This individual-sized popcorn 

snack bucket has an insert 
in the bottom of the plastic 

bucket to keep the unpopped 
kernels separate from the 

delicious popcorn you 
are about to enjoy.  

3 cups/700 mL capacity
WV44205    $4.75

Choose from blue, lime, 
pink, red, or teal

GOURMET POPCORN SEASONING
Get the flavour of real theatre popcorn 
without the added fat. Sprinkle these 
assorted fat-free popcorn seasonings 
onto your popcorn, vegetables, or even 
pasta, to add a delicious gourmet taste.
WV778    $9.25
Movie theater flavouring shown, 
see www.Regal.ca for other 
available flavours

REAL THEATRE POPCORN
Everything needed to make great 
tasting popcorn just like that found in 
movie theatres is included in these 
one-step easy-to-use pouches: 
gourmet popcorn, popping oil, 
and seasoning. All ingredients are 
pre-measured for convenience 
and consistent results. Pack of 5 
pouches: each pouch makes 6 quarts 
(equivalent to 2 standard microwave 
popcorn bags). 
WV43615  $14.75/pack

POPCORN POPPER KIT
Only the Genuine Whirley-Pop Original Hand-Cranked Popping 
Machine pops up popcorn the way professionals do (like movie 
theatres). The popper features an aluminum pan and wood 
stay-cool handles. Includes a pouch of real theatre popcorn 
(makes 6 quarts of popcorn) and instruction 
and recipe guide. 
WV25008  $39.25/set

MOVIE NIGHT POPPING KIT
This is the perfect gift for the movie lover. It comes complete with everything needed 
to make popcorn at home. The set includes 4 seasonings (movie theatre, ketchup, 
sweet caramel, and baby back ribs), each 1 ounce; 4 varieties of gourmet popcorn 
(medley, red, white, and yellow); classic blend popping oil (3 oz); and buttery 
popcorn topping (3 oz) 
WV77312    $29.00/set
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FOR AGES

3+
PLAY DOUGH SET

For generations, children have learned 
coordination, creativity, and collaboration by 
playing with play dough. This play dough set 

will inspire hours of creative, imaginative play. 
The set includes a tub of coloured dough and 

7 moulding accessories.
PKD26287    $15.00/set

SEA CREATURE FIGURINE PAINTING SET
Plastic sea creatures and paints provide hours 
of fun for your little ones. Kids will enjoy painting 
the figurines then playing with their finished 
"masterpieces". Each set comes with 3 sea 
creatures, five paint colours, and a paintbrush.
PKD29826    $15.00/set

FOR AGES

3+

FOR AGES

3+

MILITARY PLAY SET
The battle to entertain is made easy with 
this military play set featuring soldiers 
in action. Approximately 40 soldiers, 
each 2"H
PKD27540    $13.00/set

SEA CREATURE FIGURINE PAINTING SET
Plastic sea creatures and paints provide hours 
of fun for your little ones. Kids will enjoy painting 
the figurines then playing with their finished 
"masterpieces". Each set comes with 3 sea 
creatures, five paint colours, and a paintbrush.
PKD29826    $15.00/set
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FREE WHEEL TOY TRUCKS
The perfect gift for truck lovers of all ages! This set 
of toy trucks provides hours of imaginative play. 
Plastic. Set of 8 trucks, each 3"L
PKD29679    $13.00/set

LIGHTS AND SOUNDS 
HELICOPTER
This pull-along helicopter features light 
and sound to entertain and delight kids. 
Assorted colours. Plastic. 12"L
PKD27214    $12.00

CAR AND MAT PLAY SET
This car set is sure to please little car 
fans. Watch them squeal with delight 
as they launch the cars across the city 
mat. Set includes 6 plastic cars, a car 
launcher, and a felt mat.
31"L × 27½"W
PKD27498    $18.00/set

SOLAR-POWERED MOUNTIE
Powered entirely by solar energy, your Mountie will 
work ceaselessly to patrol your bookshelf, windowsill, 
or dashboard. Whenever the sun comes out, this 
member of the force will give you a friendly wave. 
7-3/8"L × 2½"W  
KKL06599    $30.25

PULLBACK RACING CAR SET
These pullback racing cars are sure to deliver 
hours of fun. Plastic. Pack of 12 cars, each 3"L
PKD27490    $15.00/set

FOR AGES

3+

FOR AGES

3+

FOR AGES

3+
FOR AGES

3+

For kids at heart toys &
 gam

es
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80s POP MUSIC QUIZ GAME
You'll be digging out your old 
mixtapes by the end of this 80s 
music quiz, with 140 multiple 
choice question cards 
presented in an 80s-inspired 
bright geometric box. 
5"L × 3½"W × 2¼"H 
WWF71261    $18.00

SOLITAIRE GAME
This game has been puzzling players since its origins in the 

16th century. The aim is to remove all but one piece from the 
game board, with the final piece ending up in the centre hole. 

Solitaire is played by a single player technically making it more 
of a puzzle than a game. Includes game board, 32 marbles, 

and instructions. 7"L × 7"W × 1"H 
WWF71230    $23.00

HANDS-FREE PLAYING CARD HOLDERS
Use these playing card holders to play games hands-free. 
The holders can sit flat on a table or sit in your hand. The 

convenient tool allows up to 15 standard or over-sized cards 
to slide in and out easily. Plastic. Pack of 2

JBR9673    $10.00/pack

Cards not 
included

PICK-UP STICKS
These traditional pick-up 
sticks with coloured-coded 
ends representing varying 
point values come in a ret-
ro-style kraft tube. Includes 
41 sticks and instructions. 
9"L
WWF73140    $15.00/set

FOR AGES

6+

MOVIE BUFF GAME
Old classics to modern day blockbusters, 
this is a fun and fast-paced quiz game for the 
ultimate film fanatic. 
5"L × 3½"W × 2¼"H 
WWF71128    $20.00

80s POP MUSIC QUIZ GAME
You'll be digging out your old 
mixtapes by the end of this 80s 
music quiz, with 140 multiple 
choice question cards 
presented in an 80s-inspired 
bright geometric box. 
5"L × 3½"W × 2¼"H 
WWF71261    $18.00

HANDS-FREE PLAYING CARD HOLDERS
Use these playing card holders to play games hands-free. 
The holders can sit flat on a table or sit in your hand. The 

convenient tool allows up to 15 standard or over-sized cards 
to slide in and out easily. Plastic. Pack of 2

JBR9673    $10.00/pack
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PACKAGED JACKS SET
This set of traditional jacks 
packaged in a retro-style kraft 
tube with a push-up lid is sure 
to get kids and kids-at-heart 
bouncing with excitement. 
Includes 12 metal jack and 2 
bouncy balls. Instructions are 
included.
WWF73139    $15.00/set

FOR AGES

6+

TOY YO-YO
This classic butterfly-shaped yo-yo 
flashes as it's used. The yo-yo comes 
with a spare string and instruction for 
yo-yo tricks. Packaged in a retro-style 
kraft box measuring, 
2¼"Dia
WWF73142    $15.00

FOR AGES

6+

TUMBLE DOWN DOMINOES
This set of 200 coloured wooden 

dominoes in a cotton drawstring bag 
is sure to become a family favourite. 

The dominoes come with steps, slide, 
and a bell tower to create a circuit. 
Packaged in a retro-style kraft box.

WWF73395    $26.00/set

SPRING TOY
Packaged in a retro-style box 

this classic spring toy will 
entertain kids of all ages. 

2¾"Dia × 2¼"H
WWF73135     $15.00

FOR AGES

6+

MYSTIC 8 BALL
Ask the Mystic 8 Ball a question 
and shake for the answer. The ball is 
packaged in a retro-style kraft box. 
4"Dia
WWF73398    $26.00

FOR AGES

6+
FOR AGES

6+

toys &
 gam

es
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KIDS' STORY TIME SET
Every child loves to cuddle up with a favourite 

soft toy and listen to a story. This story time set 
includes a cuddly toy and a book that teaches the 

child all about their stuffed pal; both the toy and 
the book are sure to become favourite bedtime 
companions. The set also includes an adoption 

certificate. Plush toy is approximately 5"H
PPP3130    $15.00/set

Choose from bear, dragon, 
hedgehog, owl, or panda

FOR AGES

3+
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PEEK-A-BOO 
GIGGLING BEAR
Who can resist a game of peek-a-boo? Not this cute and cuddly 
giggling bear. Requires 2 AA batteries (included). 9½"H
SPL1416    $27.25

ABC TRAIN-SHAPED FLOOR PUZZLE
Choo, choo...all aboard for fun! This 27-piece floor 
puzzle forms into train shape and is a great tool for 

teaching little ones the alphabet. The puzzle comes in a 
train-shaped box. 

76"L × 4"W (completed)
PKD26027    $16.00/set

(((

(((

FLASH CARDS
Visual teaching methods can be very 

effective and this set of flash cards is a great 
visual tool for teaching preschool kids the 
alphabet and numbers. Bright bold letters 
and delightful illustrations make learning 

easy and fun. Set of 2 decks, each 
with 26 cards. Each deck comes in a 

storage tin. 3"L × 2¼"W
PKD19451    $10.00/set

MAGNETIC 
DRESS-UP DOLL

Your little stylist will love 
switching up the look of this 

wooden doll. This set includes 
a magnetic wooden dress-up 
doll with a wooden stand and 

25 magnetic clothing pieces for 
pretend play.

KDT1384    $15.00/set

FOR AGES

3+

FOR AGES

3+

FOR AGES

3+

toys &
 gam

es
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MAKE IT REAL™ FASHION DESIGN SKETCHBOOK
Young illustrators and fashion designers can get their start with 

this one-of-a-kind sketchbook. The book has got everything from 
stencils and colouring pages to a full design guide and tons of 

accessory stickers; also included are an 8-page design guide, 3 
pages of instructions, 35 colouring pages, 3 stencil pages, and 

assorted stickers. 
KDT3203    $19.00/set

KNOT & BLING MERMAID TAIL BLANKET
With this do-it-yourself project, there’s no need to go 
underwater to create some mermaid magic. With pre-cut 
fabric, kids will learn spatial skills as 
they construct the tail knot by knot. Plus, 
cozy fleece fabric means snuggles for 
days. Includes pre-cut fleece, large 
sequins, plus an exclusive Dream 
Guide. 
KDT1503    $39.75/set

FOR AGES

8+

FOR AGES

8+
LED NIGHT LIGHT SWITCH
Are your kids afraid of the dark? This 
innovative light-switch night light allows 
you to easily add a bright light to any 
space. The peel-and-stick adhesive pad 
attaches to most surfaces in seconds.  
200 lumens. Also great for closets 
or sheds. Requires 3 AAA batteries 
(included). 4½"L × 3"W
SPL3025    $7.00 

MAKE IT REAL™ 
DECOUPAGE-A-BEAD JEWELLERY
Spark a young creator’s imagination with this super-fun bracelet kit. Learn fine motor 
skills and creative thinking by individually decoupaging the wooden beads with 
beautiful paper, and using the materials to craft up to 3 bracelets. The kit includes 3 
waxed elastic cords, printed paper, clear glue, assortment of beads and charms, plus 
an exclusive Dream Guide. 
KDT1304    $20.00/set
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"POP ARTY" SNAP TOGETHER 
JEWELLERY KIT
Pop, pop, pop! Just try and stop! With 
this canister of 300 colourful snap-
together pieces your little one will be 
coming up with creation after creation of 
rings, bracelets, and necklaces -- and 
before you know it everyone, including 
the dog, will have their own customized 
jewellery.
KDT1254    $29.75/set
Colours and designs may vary

ALEX®  STYLE & GO NAIL STUDIO SPA
This portable carrying case is filled with supplies for the budding manicurist on the 
go. The unique nail dryer cuts down on the time you have to wait for painted nails 
to dry; dryer requires 2 AA batteries (not included). Set includes carrying case, nail 
dryer, 4 bottles of nail polish (0.14 oz/4mL each), 100 mini nail stickers, cupcake nail 
file and instructions. 
KDT1120    $34.00/set

ALEX® SPA OMBRE HAIR FX
This hair styling set lets your budding stylist blend and layer colour into hair 
for a trendy look. The colours wash out so a new design can be created 
every day. The kit includes 3 hair chalk applications (0.1 oz), spray bottle, 
and easy instructions. 
KDT1740    $25.00/set

FOR AGES

8+

FOR AGES

8+

FOR AGES

4+

FOR AGES

7+

GIRLS' JOURNAL WITH LOCK
This off-the-wall journal is for every 
time-travelling scientist-queen. Answer 
random questions, draw epic battles, 
and go on amazing adventures, all 
within a lockable tome for girls' eyes 
only. Plan futuristic inventions; figure out 
your superhero name; create your own 
country with your own laws. Lock up the 
journal when done (2 keys included). 192 
lined pages with prompts and full-colour 
illustrations, hardcover. 8¼"L × 6¼"W
PPP31929    $24.00

toys &
 gam

es

"POP ARTY" SNAP TOGETHER 
JEWELLERY KIT
Pop, pop, pop! Just try and stop! With 
this canister of 300 colourful snap-
together pieces your little one will be 
coming up with creation after creation of 
rings, bracelets, and necklaces -- and 
before you know it everyone, including 
the dog, will have their own customized 
jewellery.
KDT1254    $29.75/set
Colours and designs may vary
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RECIPE-THEMED JIGSAW PUZZLE
This 1000-piece puzzle is made from recycled board and 
printed with vegetable based ink and features a recipe. 
26-2/3"L × 19¼"W (completed)
EGP4057    $22.50 
Choose from cupcakes or the language of flowers

KIDS SPOT & FIND JIGSAW PUZZLE
This 100-piece puzzle is made from recycled board and printed 
with vegetable based ink. 19"L × 13"W (completed)
EGP0054    $11.25 
Choose from hockey or zoo

"BOOKSTORE" JIGSAW PUZZLE
This 500-piece puzzle features a bookstore overflowing with 
books. 100% recycled materials and vegetable or soy based 

inks. 23½"L × 18"W (completed)
PRM12522    $25.00

"AMONG THE PEONIES" KIDS' 3-D PUZZLE
This 48-piece puzzle features artist Howard Robinson's 
"Among the Peonies" kittens and flowers 3-dimensional 

artwork. 12"L × 9"W (completed) 
GCR88911    $15.00

FOR AGES

3+

"BOHEMIAN DESIGNS" COLOURING BOOK
Venture into a world of creative self-expression and relax-
ation with an adult colouring book. The Bohemian Designs 
colouring book features colouring designs of famous pieces 
by Susan Winget, famous for her country home-style artwork.  
Enjoy soothing art therapy 
as you exercise your artistic 
abilities. 100 detailed colouring 
designs which range in com-
plexity from beginner to expert 
level. Paperback. 
9¼"L × 7-3/8"W
PRM17428   $15.50 each
Simply grateful shown,
see www.Regal.ca for 
other choices
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TRANSPORT JIGSAW PUZZLE
For those lazy or rainy days when hitting the road isn't an 
option, spend time building a fun and challenging 1000-piece 
puzzle. 26-2/3"L × 19¼"W (completed)
EGP6531    $22.50
Choose from 1960`s crusin`classics, VW bus, or history of trains

"BIRDS OF A FEATHER" JIGSAW PUZZLE
It’s hard to believe such sweet little creatures could create such 
a demanding puzzle. This 500-piece puzzle is made of 100% 
recycled materials and vegetable or soy based inks. 
23½"L × 18"W (completed) 
PRM01495    $25.00

"THE FEATHERED RETREAT" JIGSAW PUZZLE
This puzzle is made to enjoy, just like a walk in the 
woods. Totally unique pieces in every box means no 
two are alike. Recommended for ages 13 and up. 100% 
recycled materials and vegetable or soy based inks. 
30"L × 24"W (completed)   
PRM10634    $31.00

COCA COLA "ALL ABOARD" JIGSAW PUZZLE 
This 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle is made of 100% recycled 
materials and vegetable or soy based inks. 
30"L × 24"W (completed)
PRM10575    $31.50

© Jim Harrison, The Coca-Cola Company, Coca-Cola, Coke and the Contour Bottle Design, the Dynamic Ribbon 
device, the Red Disk Icon and the Coca-Cola Santa are trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company and in Canada, 
Coca-Cola, Ltd. All rights reserved. Allied Products Corporation is an official licensee of The Coca-Cola Company.

CANADA-THEMED JIGSAW PUZZLE
Discover Canada in the comfort of your home. Made 
from recycled board and printed with vegetable based 
ink, this 1000-piece puzzle features a collage-style 
design. 26-2/3"L × 19¼"W (completed)
EGP6064    $22.50 
Choose from RCMP, railroad, or vintage advertising

toys &
 gam

es
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CHILD'S BOXED NECKLACE
This pretty gold-plated necklace is sure to charm 
any little girl. The necklace is sized to fit a child 6 
to 12 years old and features a sparkling pendant 
with genuine European crystals. The necklace 
comes in a shaped velour box with hinged lid. 
NOTE: colour of box and pendant may vary.  
CGC10300    $20.00
Choose from butterfly, ladybug, or pony

"GOD'S HEART" NECKLACE
This shimmering sterling silver-plated 
necklace features the word "God" 
spelled out in the attached heart-
shaped pendant. The 18k gold-plated 
pendant has sparkling European crystal 
embellishments. Gift boxed. 8½"L snake 
chain necklace with 1"L×1"W pendant 
CGC24760    $25.00

"GOD'S HEART" EARRINGS
These shimmering earrings feature the word 
"God" spelled out in a dangling heart shape. 

The sterling silver- and 18k gold-plated 
earrings have sparkling European crystal 

embellishments. Gift boxed. 
CGC24757    $25.00

GOD'S HEART BRACELET
This two-tone bracelet featuring the word "God" spelled out in a heart shape delivers 
simple elegance. The sterling silver- and 18K- gold plated bracelet is designed to fit 
most adult wrist sizes and clasps easily to close. One size fits most
CGC24756    $25.00 Jewellery images are enlarged to show detail
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1967 DOVE PENNY EARRINGS
These 1967 Canadian centennial 
dove penny earrings can be worn 
with just about everything, but 
the "flower/feather" decorative 
drop makes them extra special. 
Hypoallergenic niobium hooks. 1½"L
TIM20067    $32.00/pair

1967 DOVE PENNY BRACELET
This beautiful bracelet is made with a collectable 
1967 Canadian centennial penny on a double 
strand of chain. 7" (plus 1" chain extension)
TIM10067    $32.00

1967 DOVE PENNY NECKLACE
A 1967 centennial Canadian penny wrapped in a 
'crescent' shaped design curled from 12 gauge copper 
wire on a copper-plated chain 16"L (with a 2" extension).
TIM30067    $36.00

INSPIRING BRACELET
This stretch bracelet is an elegant statement of life's blessings. The unique design features tiles in multiple finishes and 
textures with genuine Austrian crystal accents. One size fits most adults. 8"L ×1"W
CGC2773    $29.00 each
Choose from Be Free Butterfly, Family is Forever, or Positive Thinking (Joy)

Jewellery images are enlarged to show detail

SILVER TONE BRACELET
This gift-worthy silver tone bracelet features words of 
endearment on either side. 
SGW04865   "Live well ... Love much ... Laugh often"                      $11.50
SGW04863   "Sisters share a special bond...that lasts a lifetime"     $11.50

SILVER TONE NECKLACE
This silver tone necklace has a ring pendant that has words 
engraved on either side. It is the perfect gift for the person in
your life who always stands out.
SGW04857   "Live well ... Love much ... Laugh often"                    $13.50
SGW04859   "Sisters share a special bond...that lasts a lifetime"  $13.50

jew
ellery
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"ENCHANTMENT" SILVER CHARM NECKLACE ON 
MESSAGE CARD
This sterling silver-dipped necklace and pendant with zinc 
base comes on a card featuring an inspiring note. Nickel free. 
16"L necklace (with 2" extender)
LFR0019   $25.00 each
Choose from dragonfly or feather

CHARM NECKLACE ON MESSAGE CARD
This 14k gold-dipped charm with cord necklace comes on a 
card featuring an inspiring note. The satin finish charm with 
zinc base is nickel free. 16"L necklace
LFR0013   $22.00 each
Choose from "Let Hope Bloom" or "Welcome Good Fortune"

SILVER CHARM NECKLACE ON 
MESSAGE CARD
This sterling silver-dipped charm with 
cord necklace comes on a message card 
featuring an inspiring note. The satin 
finish charm with zinc base is nickel free. 
16"L necklace
LFR0024    $22.00 each
Choose from "Be Strong" or 
"Safe and Sound"

"STRONG & SASSY" GOLD TONE 
NECKLACE
Give her the gift of a necklace that 
inspires inner strength. The 14k gold-
dipped necklace with zinc base is nickel 
free and features a stacked "SMILE 
LAUGH LOVE" attached pendant. 16"L 
(with 2" extender)
LFR00899    $29.75

"STRONG & SASSY" SILVER TONE NECKLACE
Give her the gift of a necklace that inspires inner strength. The 
sterling silver-dipped necklace with zinc base is nickel free and 
features a stacked attached pendant. 16"L (with 2" extender)
LFR0090   $29.75 each
Choose from "ONE OF A KIND" or "YES SHE CAN"

SPARKLING ANGEL PIN
This detailed angel pin with sparkling trim and inspiring 
sentiment is boxed for giving. 1"L
CGC2594   $18.00 each
Choose from friendship angel, guardian angel, or healing angel

Jewellery images are enlarged to show detail
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SWAROVSKI BERMUDA BLUE COLLECTION
The necklace and earrings feature a 13 mm 
Swarovski Bermuda blue queen baguette crystal on 
in a sterling silver setting.
KAR3232.1  Necklace 20"L $39.50 each
KAR3232.2  Earrings 1¼"L $35.00/pair

TWO-TIERED SHELL NECKLACE
This beautiful two-tiered necklace  
features marble-dyed shells on wire.  
17"L (with a 2½" extender).
BJD0451    $25.00 each 
Choose from blue, 
green, or red

Rose         

 Aurora Borealis

Erinite

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL EARRINGS
These earrings for pierced ears feature 
12 mm oval Swarovski crystals and silver
finishing.
KAR2888   $26.50/pair
Choose from Aurora Borealis, erinite, 
Montana blue, or light rose

Montana 
Blue

NECKLACE IN A BOTTLE
She will love the beautiful charm 
dangling from this necklace with its tiny 
message. The nickel-free zinc base 
necklace hangs from a cute bottle 
complete with cork stopper. 
16"L (with 2" extender). 
LFR0221   $27.00 each
Choose from "Live Joy Fully" 
(sterling silver plated) and "Make Your 
Own Luck" (14k gold dipped)

Jewellery images are enlarged to show detail

jew
ellery
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CRYSTAL-ENCRUSTED OWL JEWELLERY BOX
This wise old owl knows where your treasures are at! This 
beautiful crystal-encrusted owl will make you hoot with delight 
every time you see it perched on your dresser.  
2½"L × 2"W × 2-2/3"H
SPL05101    $30.00

PUMPKIN CARRIAGE 
JEWELLERY BOX

Every princess deserves her magical carriage. This 
pumpkin carriage-shaped jewellery box with crystal 

accents is fit for a princess. 3½"L × 2¾"W
SPL01223    $26.00

TRINKET DISH
This ceramic trinket dish featuring metallic gold tone accents comes in a 
sweet gift box perfect for gifting to that special someone. 3"Dia
LFR0220    $25.00 each 
Choose from "Shine" or "you're a gem"

FOLKLORE TRINKET TRAY SET
This four piece set of ceramic trinket trays with gold tone trim features the 
Folklore bear and other designs. The largest tray reads "Bear necessities" 
and is sized to hold the other three trays for compact storage. 
Set of 4 trays: 1 large (6½"L × 6½"W), 1 medium (6½"L × 3"W),
and 2 small (3"L× 3"W)
WWF70722    $40.00/set
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JEWELLERY CAT STAND
These playful cats want to help 
you put away your jewellery. 
The dish base can also hold 
rings, earrings, and earring 
backs. Simple assembly required. 
Black baked enamel on steel. 
5"H × 5"Dia
KKL8133    $15.50

NECKLACE FAIRY™
The Necklace Fairy™ is an innovative clasp adaptor that helps you fasten 
your necklace with ease and confidence. Perfect for jewellery with finicky 
clasps, and for those with long nails or hand mobility issues. Constructed 
with strong rare earth magnets and a unique pin system. Great for every 
necklace you own.
FFN2000    $25.00 
Choose from gold or silver

BANGLE STACKER JEWELLERY 
ORGANIZER
This jewellery organizing tray is ideal 
for storing multiple bangles, bracelets, 
watches, and rings. 10"L × 7"W × 3½"H
BNG1001   Clear Acrylic   $26.00
BNG2001   Black Velvet    $34.00 
(limited stock available)

THE BOOK OF TREASURES 
The perfect place to hide your secret 
treasures, this book-shaped jewellery 

box is bound in black faux leather, and 
keeps your rings and necklaces safe 

within its hollow, linen-lined interior. 
Magnetic closure. 9"L × 6"W

KKL81758    $29.75

BRACELET FAIRY™ 
The Bracelet Fairy™ is an award-winning jewellery accessory, created to help you fasten 
your bracelets with ease. You simply attach the Fairy Fastener® clip to the open end 
of your bracelet, hold the Bracelet Fairy gently in your hand, and use your free hand 
to bring the bracelet around your wrist and fasten. Magic!  The lightweight ergonomic 
design works with either left or right hands. The Bracelet Fairy makes a great gift and is 
ideal for those with arthritis or hand mobility issues.
FFN1000    $25.00

jew
ellery
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Boston Bruins

NHL NECKLACE
Be ready to show your love of your 
favourite NHL team at the next game with 
this necklace. 24"L
APL8300    $13.50
Choose from Boston Bruins, Chicago 
Blackhawks, Calgary Flames, 
Edmonton Oilers, Montreal Canadiens, 
Ottawa Senators, Quebec Nordiques, 
Toronto Maple Leafs, Vancouver 
Canucks, or the Winnipeg Jets

NHL EARRINGS
Show your favourite team you are 
a true fan with these nickel-free 
earrings. Hypoallergenic posts. 1½"L
APL7200    $13.50
Choose from Boston Bruins, 
Chicago Blackhawks, Calgary 
Flames, Edmonton Oilers, 
Montreal Canadiens, Ottawa 
Senators, Quebec Nordiques, 
Toronto Maple Leafs, Vancouver 
Canucks, or the Winnipeg Jets

Chicago Blackhawks

Calgary Flames Edmonton Oilers

Ottawa SenatorsMontreal Canadiens

Toronto Maple LeafsQuebec Nordiques

Vancouver Canucks Winnipeg Jets

Jewellery images are enlarged to show detail
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FLASHING LIGHT BULB HEADBAND
This holiday headband will surely bring about a 
smile. Four nostalgic oversized light bulbs with three 
different flash functions deliver holiday cheer. Batteries 
included. One size fits most.
CGC29335    $13.50

WINE BOTTLES WITH LIGHTS
Add some sparkle to your holiday entertaining with this wine 
bottle accent. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included).
11¼"H × 3"Dia
PS6765    Regular  $20.00 each
 SALE $13.00 each
Choose from gold, red, or silver

FLASHING LIGHT BULB NECKLACE
Add excitement to your holiday festivities with this fun, flashing 
necklace. The necklace features bright coloured bulbs that 
flash. Batteries included. Plastic. 36"L
CGC11059    $15.00

SNOWBALL BATTLE GAME
You don't have to bundle up to have a snowball fight. This 
game lets you bring the snowball fight indoors, in any weather. 
The game comes with 10 incredibly lightweight snowballs, and 
mesh bag for easy clean up. Each ball measures 2¾"Dia
KKL8137    $13.00/set

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS TOQUE
Be kooky this holiday with the help of a toque that flashes. The 
toque features six LED lights and three flash modes. 
Batteries included. One size fits most. 
CGC2952    $24.00 each
Choose from Christmas lights or Christmas tree design

You are never 
too old for a 
snowball fight!

FOR AGES

3+

You are never 
too old for a 
snowball fight!
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MEN'S PASHMINA SCARF
This handsome pashmina 
scarf delivers contemporary 
style and the warmth of goat's 
wool. 71"L × 12"W
MDS5137    $24.75 each 
Choose from black with 
grey trim or grey flannel

MEN'S TEXTING GLOVES
Men's hands get cold too! Keep your fingers toasty and operate your 
touch-screen device at the same time with these handsome texting 
gloves featuring a faux leather accent band. Acrylic with a touch of stretch 
for a comfortable fit. One size fits most men. 
MDS7238    $19.00/pair 
Choose from black, brown, or grey

BRITT'S KNITS BEANIE
This classic knit beanie will add a little 

fun to your cool weather wardrobe. 
One size fits most.

CGC2994    $19.50
Choose from black/white, 

blue, red, or taupe

PLUSH EARMUFFS
Surround yourself in softness. These 
earmuffs deliver superior comfort and 
warmth. The faux fur ear cover puffs
turn inward for compact storage. 
One size fits most.
CGC2865    $19.50
Choose from black or brown
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WOMEN'S FAUX SUEDE TEXTING GLOVES
The look of suede and unexpected colour gives 
these gloves an updated look. The design allows 
you to text while wearing your gloves. Polyester. 
One size fits most.
MDS1814    $21.00/pair
Choose from black or grey

WOMEN'S "iGLOVE" TEXTING GLOVES
Keep your fingers toasty and operate your 
touch-screen device at the same time with 
these fashion-forward gloves. Man-made 
leather; polyester lining. Black. One size fits 
most women
MDS7244    $21.00/pair

PLUSH KNIT HAT
This plush knit hat has a soft, luxurious feel. A 
faux fur pompom accent makes the hat a fun 
choice. One size fits most.
CGC2866    $15.00
Choose from black or grey

TWO-TONE SOFT KNIT GLOVES
Stylish never felt so soft. These two-tone 
style gloves feature extended cuffs 
and a brushed knit interior for superior 
softness. One size fits most.
CGC2827    $17.00/pair
Choose from grey or navy

let it snow
   let it snow
      let it snow

focus on fashion
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VERSATILE KNIT PONCHO
Fashion with finesse. This 
lightweight, open-weave 
design poncho is perfect for 
any time of year. 
Acrylic. Machine washable. 
One size fits most 
CGC2837   $35.00
Choose from black, 
burgundy, or tan

KNIT WRAP
Embrace this versatile 
style that makes a 
classy statement. The 
fringe-detailed knit 
wrap adds a touch of 
elegance to any outfit.
CGC2958   $42.00
Choose from 
black, brown, 
charcoal, or 
taupe

KNIT SCARF WITH FRINGE DETAIL
Lightweight with the luxurious feel of 

polished elegance, this knit scarf delivers 
warmth and fashion-forward style.

CGC2991  $24.00
Choose from burgundy, grey, or ivory

OMBRE INFINITY 
SCARF
Whatever your style, 
create a look that's 
uniquely you. Add 
this cozy and chic 
knit infinity scarf to 
any outfit. 
CGC2966   $13.50
Choose from 
burgundy, 
charcoal, or navy

FRINGE DETAIL 
INFINITY SCARF
Soft flair that's so easy 
to wear. The perfect 
accent piece that has 
a lightweight feel with 
ultra-stylish fringe on the 
ever-popular infinity scarf 
style. Acrylic.
CGC2695   $13.50
Choose from grey, 
purple, or teal

KNIT SCARF WITH FRINGE DETAIL
Lightweight with the luxurious feel of 

polished elegance, this knit scarf delivers 
warmth and fashion-forward style.

CGC2991  $24.00
Choose from burgundy, grey, or ivory

KNIT WRAP
Embrace this versatile 
style that makes a 
classy statement. The 
fringe-detailed knit 
wrap adds a touch of 
elegance to any outfit.
CGC2958   $42.00
Choose from 
black, brown, 
charcoal, or 
taupe
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CONTEMPORARY 
INFINITY SCARF
Looking for a gift for 
the fashionista? Soft 
and comfortable, this 
infinity scarf features 
an all-over design that 
is fun and whimsical. 
Wrap it around in 
different ways for a 
new look. Red with 
moose pattern.
SGW05866    $11.25

WOMEN'S GLITZY HEADBAND
This shearling headband has layers of texture to 
keep you warm and in style. Acrylic. 10"L × 4"W
MDS4156.9   $14.00

PLUSH KNIT SCARF
This plush knit scarf 

features a fun 
pompom details. 

One size fits most 
CGC2974    $24.00
Choose from black, 

ivory, or taupe

PLUSH INFINITY SCARF
Velvety and versatile – a 

loop of luxury. This infinity 
scarf dresses up any outfit. 

Polyester. 
Machine washable.  

One size fits most 
CGC2838    $25.00

Choose from brown, 
charcoal, or red

PULL-THROUGH KNIT SCARF
Wrap yourself up in the soft, warm style of this knit scarf. 
The unique pull-through design delivers a fresh, modern 

look.One size fits most 
CGC2956    $19.50

Choose from brown, burgundy, or charcoal

focus on fashion
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BUTTERFLY WALLET WITH ZIPPER
This wallet's pattern is perfect for all the 
ladies in your life. The wallet features 11 
credit card slots, a plastic slot for your ID, 
a large money pocket, and 3 additional 
pockets so you'll never run out of space. 
Polyurethane. 7¼"L × 3¾"W
SGW03305    $31.50

KEY CLIP
This key clip makes it easy to locate your 
keys -- no more searching in the depths 
of your bag. The clip was designed to 
attach to an inside border or pocket of 
your hand bag, briefcase, backpack, or 
purse. Hanging your keys on the clip will 
make them easy to find, every time you 
need them. Pink. 1-1/3"L
BBN45085   $9.00

KEYCHAIN CANADA / HEART
Wear your heart on your keys. This 
keychain featuring the Canadian flag in 
a circled heart is a great way to show off 
your national pride. 3¾"L×1¼"W
PKD61050     $7.00 

FASHIONABLE CROSS-BODY PURSE
This cross-body purse featuring colour-block detailing and a removable strap is on 
trend. Sized right to carry your necessities and most smartphones, the purse has a 
soft-lined interior with two ample compartments.
CGC2872    $35.00 each 
Choose from black/grey, brown/tan, or putty/navy

12 card
capacity

BLACK OWL WALLET
This wallet's owl pattern is absolutely adorable. The wallet features 11 credit card 
slots, a clear plastic slot for your ID, a large money pocket, and 3 additional pockets 
so you'll never run out of space. Polyurethane. Black.  7¼"L × 3¾"W
SGW03114    $31.50

Back

ALUMA WALLET™
WITH RFID PROTECTION
The Aluma Wallet is made of a lightweight aluminum, and with its ultra-slim design 
it fits easily into a purse or your pocket. The durable material makes this wallet 
water-resistant and crush-resistant, plus it also keeps Radio-frequency identification 
(RFID) cards safe. 4¼"L × 3"W
SPT01000  $18.00
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outdoor needs
JERSEY KNIT LEGGINGS 
WITH DESIGN
Soft and cosy, these ankle-
length, jersey knit leggings  
feature eye-catching print 
detailing. Cotton-spandex. One 
size fits most regular sizes.
MDS2720    $24.75 each 
Dark grey with black butterfly 
print shown see 
www.Regal.ca for other 
available design

Butterfly

KOZiKICKS® 

INDOOR/OUTDOOR SLIPPERS
Get the comfort of your favourite slippers with the durability of an 
outdoor shoe. These indoor/outdoor slippers have a FlexForm 
sole that naturally contours to the foot for free range of motion; 
the form-fitting construction is extra breathable and provides 
ergonomic comfort. Polyester upper with rubber sole.
CGC2876  Women's Black $49.75/pair
CGC2877 Women's Turquoise $49.75/pair  
Choose from small (fits women's shoe sizes 5½ - 6½), 
medium (fits 7-8), large (fits 8½ - 9½), or x-large (fits 10 - 11)
CGC3013   Men`s Blue $49.75/pair
Choose from small (fits men's shoe sizes 7-8), medium 
(fits 8½ - 9½), large (fits 10 - 11), or x-large (fits 11½ - 12½)

DELUXE READING 
SOCKS

Perfect for cozying up 
at home and indulging 
in your favourite book, 

these knee-high knit 
socks feature contrast 

detailing. Machine 
washable. 

One size fits most
UCS2093   $18.00/pair 

Choose from grey or 
pink

UNISEX CREW SOCKS
Show your national pride with these crew socks. Reinforced heel 
and toe. Anti-microbial cotton. One size fits most adults.
GCR41107    $11.25/pair
Black maple leaf shown see www.Regal.ca 
for other available designs

DELUXE READING 
SOCKS

Perfect for cozying up 
at home and indulging 
in your favourite book, 

these knee-high knit 
socks feature contrast 

detailing. Machine 
washable. 

One size fits most
UCS2093   $18.00/pair 

Choose from grey or 
pink

focus on fashion
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HIMALAYAN SALT LAMPS
A Himalayan salt lamp can help improve indoor air 

quality, soothe allergies, and boost mood and energy 
levels. Each lamp is hand crafted, so size and shape 

may vary. Each lamp contains 1½ to 2 kg of Himalayan 
salt and includes a bulb.

WOOD BASE HIMALAYAN SALT LAMP
The mahogany wood base of this lamp is the perfect 

accent for a meditation room or bathroom.
RLX0151 7½" - 8" $32.00 
SPL9448 6½" - 7" $29.00

HIMALAYAN SALT LAMP
The lamp has a colour-changing light inside with a 

30,000 hour lifespan. The lamp can be plugged in with 
the included AC or USB power cords. 3"H

RLX4047    $24.75

PINK HIMALAYAN BATH SALTS
Use these pink Himalayan bath salts 
to create a soothing spa in your own 
home. Using these salts will leave your 
body soft, re-hydrated, and energetic. 
1 kg/2.2 lb bag
RLX4008    $13.50 

HIMALAYAN BATH SALTS
Enjoy a spa day to yourself 
with these Himalayan bath 
salts. The salts are infused 
with pure essential oils to 
help make you feel good. 
Lavendar 700 g
RLX0405    $14.50

A 
B

A B

C C

Himalayan Salt
Life can be chaotic. It can 
be difficult to squeeze in 
time to soothe our tired 
minds and bodies.  

Many sources claim that a 
Himalayan salt lamp can 
improve your health and 
help elevate mood.

The negative salt ions 
released by the lamp 
(especially when used 
consistently over time) can 
boost blood flow, improve 
sleep, increase levels of 
serotonin in the brain, and 
calm allergy or asthma 
symptoms.  

Plug a lamp in at the office 
or place it on your bedside 
table and let its soft glow 
lull you to sleep. 
  
A Himalayan salt lamp is a 
beautiful and eco-friendly 
light source.

PINK HIMALAYAN BATH SALTS
Use these pink Himalayan bath salts 
to create a soothing spa in your own 
home. Using these salts will leave your 
body soft, re-hydrated, and energetic. 
1 kg/2.2 lb bag
RLX4008    $13.50 
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LUXURY ROSE PETAL SOAP
Add a few petals of this English rose garden scented soap to a 
warm bath to enjoy a relaxing soak, or pull a petal for personal 
hand washing. The gift boxed set of pretty precious rose soap 
petals is a lovely addition to your bathroom vanity. 
2.4 oz/70 g box
UCS17441   $20.00/box

MOISTURIZING BATH BOMBS
Lay back, relax, and enjoy a bath with these 
moisturizing bath bombs. Certified organic, 
the bombs create a comforting atmosphere 

with essential oils. Pack of 3, 100 g each
RLX0480    $13.50/pack 

Choose from bliss or serenity

BODY MASSAGER
Great for your back, neck, shoulders, arms, and legs, this 
LED-illuminated body massager has three massaging 
feet that soothe sore muscles and help you relax. The 
hand-held size makes the massager perfect to take along 
to the gym, office, or cottage. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not 
included). Colour may vary. 3½"Dia × 3½"H
SPL09119    $11.25

BROMPTON & LANGLEY BATH AND BODY GIFT SET
Sooth and nourish your skin with the benefits of shea butter, olive oil, aloe, vitamin E, and glycerin. This bath and body gift set 
features delightfully-scented and wonderfully soothing bath wash and body lotion. Each set includes: 16.9 oz/500 mL body wash 
 in a pump container, 10 oz/300 mL tube of body lotion, 21.1 oz/600 g jar of body scrub, and 7.4 oz/220 mL jar of body butter 
UCS2031   $29.00/set 
Choose from petal or raindrop scent

vPetal Raindrop····

health &
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BODY MASSAGER
Great for your back, neck, shoulders, arms, and legs, this 
LED-illuminated body massager has three massaging 
feet that soothe sore muscles and help you relax. The 
hand-held size makes the massager perfect to take along 
to the gym, office, or cottage. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not 
included). Colour may vary. 3½"Dia × 3½"H
SPL09119    $11.25
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EYE MASK
Block out light and distractions and soothe tired eyes with 
this eye mask. The fun mask features a plush backing and is 
fragranced with lavender.
UCS2036    $16.00 each
Choose from owl or pug

HAND WARMER SET
This set features reusable hand warmers with owl and pug-shaped 
mitten covers. Warm hands by simply snapping the disc for instant 
heat and return inner gel warmer to mitten cover. These little 
mittens are ideal to place into pockets to keep hands warm. Use 
over and over again for up to 20 uses. Set includes one owl mitten 
and one pug mitten and 2 gel warmers.
UCS20369    $20.00/set

LAVENDER-ENHANCED WARMING PACK
This reusable microwaveable warming pack delivers warmth or 
cooling relief for spot therapy. Soothing lavender will enhance 
your experience while the ceramic beads conform for maximum 
comfort.
USC02036    $35.00 each
Choose from owl or pug design

RUBBER DUCK SOAP
Make bath time fun! Adored by kids of 
all ages, this irresistible soap features a 
rubber duck toy swimming happily in a 
naturally moisturizing glycerin soap. A low 
PH means it’s mild, kid-safe, and ready to 
liven up your clean routine. 5½ oz
HFG1000    $10.00

PRINCESS DUCK SOAP
She's queen of the bath tub and her 
kingdom is all about fun and wonderful 
fruity fragrance. This kid-approved, natu-
rally moisturizing glycerin soap is sure to 
"quack up" bathing beauties.
Random colour/design (no choice). 5½ oz
HFG2000    $10.00

PENGUIN SOAP
Adored by kids of all ages, this irresistible 
soap features a penguin swimming happily 
in fruity-fragranced, naturally moisturizing 
glycerin soap. A low PH means the soap is 
mild, kid-safe, and ready to liven up your 
clean routine. 
Random colour/design (no choice). 5½ oz
HFG3000    $10.00

FOOT MASSAGING PUPPY
Who can resist a vibrating foot massage….especially when 
given by a puppy? This doggone cute foot massager delivers 
soothing vibration to help sooth tired feet. 2 speeds (high or 
low). Requires 2 AA batteries (not included). 18"L × 16"W
RLX03233    $29.75
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GARDEN PARTY COSMETIC BAG-IN-BAG
The 4-piece set is perfect for organizing all your bath and beauty 
essentials. Set features a large (8"L × 6½"W × 7"H) clear bag to 
throw in all of your toiletries, a train case (8"L × 6"W × 3"H) for 
makeup, and two smaller bags (each 6"L × 3"W × 3½"H) that are 
ideal for storing your jewellery.
UCS7480    $36.50/set 

ERASE
YOUR
FACE

DEEP FACIAL CLEANING SYSTEM
This ultrasonic deep facial cleansing system reduces the appearance of pores and 
wrinkles, while giving you smoother, softer, and more radiant skin. The system 
includes a soft bristle brush head for cleansing, a silicone brush for sensitive skin 
cleansing and daily massage, a sponge head for buffing, and a travel storage case. 
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).
9"L × 5"H × 2¾"W 
UCS13779    $49.75/set

HAIR DRYING TURBAN
Save your hair. Using a regular 

cotton towel is harsh on your locks 
and can lead to breakage and frizz. 
Made with pile-dry technology, this 

micro-weave fibre hair drying turban 
is designed to dry hair faster. 

UCS14091    $20.00

ERASE YOUR FACE
The Erase Your Face reusable cleansing cloth is a 

make-up remover like no other. The cloth has the ability 
to remove all types of cosmetics, including waterproof 

mascara, without the use of harmful chemicals or 
synthetic make-up removers. Just add water.  

Pack of 4 (assorted colours)
UCS6191    $20.00/set

DRYING & STYLING STAND
This innovative stand holds your hair dryer, leaving both of 
your hands free for styling with your brush and comb. It's the 
third hand you always needed! The stand adjusts from 27" 
to 39" for use on the floor or counter top and comes with an 
adjustable strap to secure odd-sized hair dryers.
JBR14233    $29.75

health &
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10× MAGNIFICATION LIGHTED MIRROR
This slim mirror features 16 bright LEDs, tiltable positioning, and 
a convenient storage tray. A 3"Dia repositionable magnifying 
mini mirror provides 10× zoom and affixes anywhere on the 
the lighted mirror with 2 suction cups. Uses 4 AA batteries (not 
included). 8½" × 6½" lighted mirror with 6" × 4½" base
GTV03250    $25.00

3-WAY MIRROR
This compact 3-way mirror is an essential beauty tool for 
every bathroom or vanity. The versatile mirror can be used 
hand-held, hung up, or sitting on a vanity. The mirror has 2 
fold-in side panels for compact storage, which makes it ideal 
for travel. Silver tone finish. 8"L × 4¾"W
UCS07530    $15.00

ELEGANT MANICURE SET
This manicure set featuring a 

faux-leather storage case with gold 
foil detailing, polyester velvet-look 

interior lining, and a popper closure 
comes with beautiful gold tone 
manicure tools including metal 

tweezers, clippers, nail scissors, 
and 2 glittery emery boards. 

5"L × 3"W
WWF73279    $24.00/set

MAKEUP PURSE
This faux-leather clasp purse-style 

makeup bag features a gold foil-detailed 
exterior and a black, polyester velvet-look 

interior. The purse secures with a metal 
clasp. 7"L × 5-1/3"W

WWF73280    $24.00

BRUSH ROLL GIFT SET
This faux leather makeup brush roll comes with 3 brushes 
(blush, eyeshadow, and angled eyeliner). The brush roll 
features extra slots for your favourite brushes, a gold foil-
decorated exterior, and polyester velvet-look interior lining. 
The brushes boast elegant gold tone handles. 
WWF73278    $30.00/set

MAGNIFYING
MIRROR
This soft-touch 
vanity mirror delivers 
10x magnification and
true image. Black frame. 
6¾"Dia × 9"H
UCS12312    $35.00

10 ×
MAGNIFICATION

10 ×
MAGNIFICATION
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holiday décor
GENTLEMAN'S LIP BALM
He may be the rugged type, 
but he still likes his lips to feel 
moist. This lip balm is designed 
to moisturise and protect lips; 
it leaves lips feeling soft and 
crack free. The balm comes in 
a pocket-size, vintage-style tin. 
0.4 oz/10 g
WWF70417    $14.00

GENTLEMAN'S HAND SALVE
This fragrance-free hand-salve 
made just for him is the perfect 
choice to massage in when the 
going gets tough. The salve comes 
in a vintage-style tin that's ideal for 
the gym bag or carry-on luggage. 
3 oz/85 g
WWF70416    $22.00

SHOE SHINE KIT
Look dapper right to the tips of your 
shoes with this shoe shine kit. The 

set contains all you need to keep 
leather shoes shiny and smart. The 

zipped canvas case with leather-
look piping contains a tin of black 
shoe polish, a tin of neutral shoe 

polish, a soft brush, a hard brush, 
and a yellow polishing cloth.
WWF27482    $33.00/set

MEN'S GROOMING KIT
This men's grooming kit comes in a 
handy zippered carrying case. The 

black, faux leather case has a plush 
faux suede lining. The set includes 
scissors, lint remover, clippers, nail 
cleaner, tweezers, nail file, pocket 

knife, razor, and 3 razor blades.
GCR70177    $27.50/set

health &
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CRANE GROOMING 
SCISSORS
These grooming scissors are 
ideal for nose, ear, and eyebrow 
trimming. The scissors feature a 
safe, rounded tip and are made of 
a hygienic stainless steel that is 
powder coated in black. 3½"L
KKL07156    $12.50
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FACE MASK GIFT SET
This face mask gift set contains a face mask for every day of the week, 
plus one to share. Each rejuvenating mask delivers a different benefit 
and delivers wholesome and natural essential ingredients. Set of 
8: one each of avocado (protecting), blueberry (antioxidant), 
coconut (nourishing), cucumber (soothing), green tea 
(detoxification), pomegranate (anti-aging), strawberry 
yogurt (smoothing), and vitamin C (energizing).
UCS20660    $35.00/set

EARTH LUXE™ COCONUT 
EXFOLIATING BODY SCRUB
This exfoliating body scrub is a coconut 
oil lotion with a gentle exfoliant that 
helps moisturize skin while creating a 
revitalized all over glow. Massage onto 
damp or wet skin in a circular motion. 
Rinse thoroughly and follow with Earth 
Luxe pure coconut oil cream. For best 
results, use twice weekly. 
5.45 oz/160 mL tube 
GCR35052    $20.00

EARTH LUXE™ "SERENITY" 
BATH SALTS
These luxurious bath salts impart a skin-
softening salt bathing experience and 
delight the senses with the rejuvenating 
aroma of citrus, eucalyptus, and balsam. 
4.2 oz/120 g package
GCR35059    $9.50

EARTH LUXE™ PURE VIRGIN COCONUT OIL CREAM
This pure virgin coconut oil is a luxurious moisturizer for the face and body. Containing 
anti-oxidants, this cream is a natural choice for overall skin care. Use pure coconut oil on 
the skin as a moisturizer or as a restorative hair mask before shampooing. 2 oz jar
GCR35020    $13.50
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ESSENTIAL OIL AROMATHERAPY
If you are looking to lead a more natural lifestyle, then turning to 
essential oils to soothe and calm you is a practical choice. This 
essential oil is sourced from around the world; it is blended and 
bottled in Canada. 10 mL bottle
RLX1413    $20.00 each
Choose from energize blend (grapefruit, rosemary, 
peppermint), pure lavender (mood/sleep), and relax blend 
(geranium, lavender, orange, patchouli)

CAR VENT DIFFUSER
This stainless steel diffuser clips onto the air vent of your 
vehicle and operates without the need for water, heat, or 
chemicals. The diffuser comes with 5 coloured essential 
oil pads that absorb essential oils easily (essential oils not 
included), so you can enjoy the calming effect of the 
essential oils as you drive.  
RLX0464    $24.00 each
Choose from Tree of Life or Viento
RLX0436    Refill 5-pack    $7.00/pack

ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER BRACELET
This beautiful and elegant bracelet featuring magnetic 
hematite beads comes with 3 refill balls. Put a couple of 
drops of your favourite essential oil on a refill ball, place the 
ball in the diffuser bracelet, then enjoy the calming effect and 
a stylish look too.  
RLX0215    $32.50 each
Choose from earth bead or fresh water pearl design

MALA BRACELET AROMATHERAPY SET
This aromatherapy set includes a bracelet made with porous mala 
beads that diffuse essential oils naturally. Handmade by artisans in 
Bali, the bracelet is packaged with a 1.5 mL vial of pure essential oil.
RLX0467    $12.00 each
Choose from energize blend (grapefruit, rosemary, 
peppermint), mood/sleep (pure lavender), and relax blend 
(geranium, lavender, orange, patchouli)

AROMA2GO 
DIFFUSER/HUMIDIFIER
This 2-in-1 USB-powered unit is an 
aromatherapy diffuser and humidifier that 
delivers the soothing 
scent of your favourite 
essential oil (not 
included), while 
increasing air moisture 
for easier breathing. The 
portable compact size of 
the unit makes it perfect 
for travel or desktop. 18 
mL water capacity; lasts 
up to half an hour. Filter 
lasts approximately 3 
months. 3"H
RLX17187    $28.50
RLX17195    Refill 3-pack    $7.00/pack

ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER GIFT SET
Give the gift of relaxation. The essential oil gift set includes 
a 10 mL bottle of essential oil relax blend (geranium, 
lavender, orange, patchouli), plus a ceramic flower-shaped 
diffuser packaged in a beautiful wooden gift box.
RLX08825    $22.50/set

sleep

relax

energize

earth bead fresh water
pearl

health &
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HOT/COLD MIGRAINE 
RELIEF WRAP

Help relieve your migraine or 
headache naturally by wrapping this 

relief wrap around your head. The 
adjustable straps offer a secure, 
comfortable fit, and the gel-filled 

beads in the wrap absorb and retain 
temperatures. 29"L
JBR0872    $8.00

COOLING COMPRESSION WRAP
Immobilize pain, strain, and sprain with 

this cooling compression wrap. The wrap 
provides support and offers cooling relief 
for up to two hours and does not require 

refrigeration. 95"L × 4"W
RLX0493    $8.50

MULTI-STYLE COOLING WRAP
This multi-style cooling wrap provides 
instant relief while being worn in many 

different ways. Immerse in cool water until 
soaked, wring well to remove excess water, 

and place anywhere that needs cooling. The 
soft and lightweight wrap provides up to five 

hours of cooling. Grey. Polyester.
RLX0496    $10.25 

COOLING SCARF
This cooling scarf will keep you cool 

during those hot summer days. Perfect 
for golf or gardening, simply soak the 

scarf in water and prepare for up to 10 
hours of cooling relief. No refrigeration is 

required. 31"L × 3"W
RLX0509    $10.25 

COOLING GEL MAT
Tired of dealing with hot flashes and night sweats? Slip this cooling gel mat under 
your pillow. The mat keeps you cool with a unique gel core that absorbs body 
heat, no refrigeration or energy source needed. 15-3/8"L × 11½"W
VRH24950    $28.50

TRADITIONAL ICE BAG
Fight pain and swelling with this ice bag. 
The bag is easy-to-use for soothing, cold 

therapy. The extra-wide opening makes 
it easy to fill with water, crushed ice, or 

ice cubes. A watertight cap provides 
convenient, leak-free use. 9" Dia

VRH24905    $14.25
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RECHARGEABLE HOT
 WATER BOTTLE

Warm water helps to alleviate aches, 
pains and muscle stress. This burst-

proof hot water bottle delivers the 
relief of warm water safely. Plug in 

the pre-filled water bottle for 10 to 15 
minutes and enjoy soothing warmth 

for up to 5 hours. Wipe clean. 
10½"L × 7"W

GTV11400    $25.00

DIGITAL PACIFIER ORAL 
THERMOMETER

This digital pacifier thermometer provides 
the best non-invasive measurement 

method with a comforting lullaby fever 
alarm and continuous monitoring while 

in use for up to 30 minutes. BPA and 
latex free.

VRH08370        $14.25

DELUXE WET/DRY ELECTRIC 
HEATING PAD

This deluxe electric heating pad 
provides dry and moist heat therapy 

to targeted areas, helping relieve 
pain and stiffness caused by sports 

injuries, painful  joints, muscle 
injuries, and more. 

24"L × 12"W
VRH24510    $39.75

8-SECOND DIGITAL 
THERMOMETER

This speedy digital thermometer is 
perfect to keep at home. Offering 

clinically accurate readings, it features a 
peak temperature tone and fever alert to 

make understanding your temperature 
easy. Requires 1 LR1130 

(battery included). 5"L
VRH08362     $14.25

DIGITAL BLOOD PRESSURE 
MONITOR

Check your blood pressure at 
home with this digital monitor. 

Simply wrap the strap around your 
wrist and the monitor will give you 

clinically accurate readings that 
can be held in its memory bank. 

Fits wrist size of 5.5” – 7.6”
VRH01541    $34.75

HOT WATER BOTTLE
Relax and feel better with this hot water 
bottle designed for warmth and comfort. 

Great for minor ailments such as sore 
muscles, cramps, aches and pains, the 

water bottle includes a trendy hunter 
sock design removable cover. 

2L capacity. 14"L × 8½"W
UCS14198       $30.00

health &
 w

ellness
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GIFTS TO ASSIST

MOTION SENSOR TOILET TANK LIGHT
This motion sensor toilet tank light will keep 
you from disturbing others at night. The light 

hooks over the edge of the toilet tank, and 
features a motion sensor that automatically 
turns on and off. Requires 3 AAA batteries 

(not included)
HMP40734    $19.75

MEDICINE BOTTLE OPENER WITH MAGNIFIER
This medicine bottle opener is specially designed to open 

an assortment of cap sizes on prescription medications and 
vitamin bottles. A great product for arthritic hands, the opener 

features a built-in magnifier that offers 4× magnification to 
aid in reading small print on medication and vitamin bottles. 

2½"Dia 
JOK25022    $9.00

MAGNIFYING GLASS NECKLACE
This stylish magnifying glass necklace makes 
reading price tags, maps, menus, and other 
small print a breeze. The magnifying glass 
offers 5× magnification, and hangs from a 
gold-tone chain. Necklace: 14"L; 
pendant 1¾"Dia
HMP40746    $15.25

EASY OPEN JAR LID OPENER
Ideal for anyone who has difficulty opening jars, 
such as those who live with arthritis, this jar 
opener opens jars not by twisting the lid, but by 
lifting the edge of it, so that the vacuum inside is 
released; when the vacuum is released, it is easy 
to unscrew the lid. 5½"L × 2"W
DS2126    $7.00 each
Assorted colours

3-IN-1 BEVERAGE OPENER
This multi-function opener 
requires little torque to open twist 
caps, bottle caps, or ring tabs. 
With non-slip grip teeth and a soft 
grip handle for comfort, this tool 
is great for everyone, including 
people with arthritis. Dishwasher 
safe. 6-1/8"L × 1¾"W
JOK06042    $7.00

J-SHAPED RING-PULL
CAN OPENER

Forget broken fingernails with this 
innovative 'J'-shaped can opener. 

Use the opener to pull ring tops up 
with a simple rocking motion. The 

handy gadget has a non-slip handle 
for a comfortable grip and is perfect 

for bartenders and people with 
arthritis. Dishwasher safe. 

6-3/8"L × 3½"W
JOK06040    $5.50
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sports enthusiast

GIFTS TO ASSIST

BODY LOTION
APPLICATOR
Use this body lotion applicator to 
massage lotion smoothly and evenly 
into your skin. The applicator features a 
massaging head that can be filled with 
lotion, an extra long handle, and an air-
tight clear cover. 
Head: 3¾"Dia; handle: 17½"L
JBR3747    $7.75

BEECHWOOD & 
STAINLESS STEEL 
BACK SCRATCHER
This back scratcher 
features a telescopic 
handle that extends up to 
20" for those hard-to-
reach spots.
7½"L × 1¼"W (closed) 
KKL6882    $10.00

SOCK UP AID
This aid eliminates the 
need for bending to put 
on socks and is ideal 
for people with limited 
mobility. The handy tool 
features a flexible plastic 
core, a slip-resistant terry 
cloth outer cover, an easy 
glide nylon inside cover, 
and straps with loop 
handles.
RLX4138    $10.75

DRESSING AID
This dressing aid is a 
useful tool for people 
with limited range of 
motion. The aid acts 
as an extension bar 
to reach clothing, a 
convenient dressing 
assistant, and as a 
long-handled shoe 
horn. Plastic. 24"L 
RLX4139    $9.00

EXTENDABLE
REACHING AID
This extendable reaching aid is the 
handy helper you need for your household. 
Use it every day for reaching up high or picking 
up things from the floor without bending, climbing, or 
straining. The aid is precise enough to pick up a paper 
clip, yet strong enough to lift a 5-pound bag of sugar. 
Use the aid to clean up the yard, put away groceries, 
change a lightbulb, and more. The reaching aid extends 
to nearly 3 feet. 16"
RLX4136    $12.50

helpful living

BEECHWOOD & 
STAINLESS STEEL 
BACK SCRATCHER
This back scratcher 
features a telescopic 
handle that extends up to 
20" for those hard-to-
reach spots.
7½"L × 1¼"W (closed) 
KKL6882    $10.00
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FLIPPIN' FANTASTIC™ PANCAKE MAKER
This handy tool makes perfectly-shaped pancakes every time. Just place the special 
non-stick, silicone insert in your 10" pan, pour batter in the rings, brown, then lift and 
flip. You’ll have a stack of evenly-cooked, ready-to-serve flapjacks — no mess, and 
no spatula needed. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 9½"Dia; 3¼"L handles
GTV10366    $24.75

DISHCLOTH WITH SCRUBBER
This dishcloth is perfect for removing 
tough, baked on grime. The built-in 
ridges of the scrubber grab the mess 
and take hold of it, while the dishcloth 
is gentle on non-stick surfaces. 
MU5010    $10.00 each
Choose from grey or red

SNAPPY SEAL BAG CLIPS
Great for those with limited dexterity 
or for kids, these bag clips reseal bags 
tightly with a simple push action. Just 
twist the bag, compress the clip, insert 
the bag and release. Pack of 3. 
2½"L × 1¼"W
SW0782    $6.00/pack

THE SKrAPr™ ALL-PURPOSE 
SURFACE SCRAPER 2 PIECE SET
This innovative tool is manufactured 
from a high-impact resin that is mold, 
mildew, and heat-resistant. Use the 
scraper in the kitchen to remove stuck on 
food from granite, marble, and ceramic 
counter tops, stove tops (including glass 
induction cook tops), and pots and 
pans. The scraper is ideal for scraping 
ice off of windshields and residue off of 
surfaces such as hardwood flooring and 
barbecue grills. Set includes full-size and 
pocket-sized scrapers.
HH0044    $10.00

UTENSIL HOLDER
The space-efficient rectangular shape of this 
utensil holder means it can be placed in a narrow 
area or flush with a wall. The large-capacity 
holder has 2 compartments and holds over 16 
large-handled tools. 7¼"L×4"W×5½"H
OX6300    $30.50

COOL-TOUCH OVEN MITTS
These durable oven mitts feature heat-resistant neoprene construction that allows 
you to comfortably handle very hot cookware and bakeware. The finish is easy to 

clean with a damp cloth. One size fits most
OR6258    $21.50/pair

Choose from blue - solid or red - solid
OR6259    $25.50/pair

Green - print

POT SCRUBBER
This pot scrubber is especially 
good at removing stuck-on foods 
from pots and pans without dam-
aging the interior.  
Pack of 3. 6"L × 4¾"W
JL5957    $9.00/pack

    POLAND

 MADE IN
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focus on fashion

PARING KNIFE
This paring knife is perfectly suited to all small chopping tasks in the kitchen. The most versatile of all paring 
knives, it’s ideal for mincing shallots, onions, and herbs as well as cleaning and cutting vegetables. Easy-grip 
handle. 3¼" / 8cm blade.
WH3043    $9.00 
Choose from black, green, 
orange, or red

SERRATED UTILITY KNIFE
The utility knife’s serrated edge is perfect for slicing tomatoes, vegetables, and fruit with a firm skin. The knife is 
also ideal for cutting cured sausage, crusty bread rolls, and cheese. Easy-grip handle. 4" / 10cm blade.
WH3003    $10.00 
Choose from black, green, 
orange, or red

PEELING KNIFE
This peeling knife is perfectly suited to all small garnishing tasks in the kitchen. The knife’s curved blade makes it 
ideal for peeling fruit, vegetables, and potatoes. Easy-grip handle. 2½" / 6cm blade.
WH3033    $9.00 
Choose from black, green, 
orange, or red

MORTAR & PESTLE
This hard-wearing mortar 
and pestle is sculpted from
natural granite and is great
for crushing the flavour out 
of fresh or dried herbs and 
spices. 6"Dia × 7¾"H
FS1104    $35.00

MINI MANDOLINE SLICER
This mini mandoline slicer features 3 slice thickness, as 
well as julienne settings. The spring-loaded food holder 
pushes food for even slicing with minimal waste and 
has a generous rim to protect fingers. Ideal for slicing 
radishes, Brussels sprouts, mushrooms, and more. 
Food holder snaps over blade for safe, compact storage. 
Dishwasher safe. 14"L × 4½"W × 5-1/3"H
OX4788    $17.00

ROTARY CHEESE GRATER
This rotary cheese grater has razor-sharp blades that allow cooks to 
grate larger quantities of food with less effort. The durable, stainless 

steel grater is easy to use, has a wide hopper to handle large chunks 
of cheese, and comes with 2 drums: fine grating surface and coarse.

OR1063    $27.00

kitchen essentials
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CARVING BOARD SET
Serve up the perfect cut of roast with 
this professional-quality 3-piece carving 
board set. The set features an 8" carving 
knife with a high-carbon stainless steel 
blade, an 8" carving fork, and an Acacia 
wood cutting board. 
CS0003   Regular  $80.00/set
                SALE $60.00/set

PIZZA BOARD SET
This pizza board set includes a 15"Dia Acacia wood 
board incorporating guided grooves with six spaces 
for pizza slices and a painted stainless steel pizza 
cutter with a branded wooden handle. 
Board: 19¾"L × 14½"W
WWF71847  $39.00/set

WOODEN SALAD SERVERS
Make light work of salad tossing with 
these chunky Acacia wood salad 
servers. The coated handles ensure a 
comfortable grip. 
Set of 2, each 7"L × 3½"W 
WWF71853  $25.00/pair

CHEESE BOARD SET
Cheese lovers will "squeak" with delight at 
this cheese board set. The durable wood 
cheese board comes with 3 cheese knives. 
11¾"L × 7-7/8"W
KKL81605    $34.50/set

SALT & PEPPER SHAKER SET
This salt & pepper shaker set boasts 
stainless steel accents that provide 
kitchen-to-table appeal and clear acrylic 
bodies that display fill levels. 4½"H
DS4780   $20.00/set

RECIPE CARD HOLDER
This recipe card holder looks and feels 
like a rolling pin, but features a slot for 
keeping your recipes close at hand on 
the kitchen counter. Recipe cards (not 
included). Wood. 8"L × 1¼"Dia
RM2787    $6.00

LARGE DISPLAY DIGITAL TIMER
This digital timer has an easy-to-read 
display. The timer can count up or down. 
A loud 60-second alarm sounds when the 
set time has elapsed. A memory function 
instantly recalls the last setting. Requires 
1 AAA battery (included) 
ES0620    $16.25

LARGE SILICONE COLANDER 
AND STEAMER
A unique design allows it to be used as a 
colander and a steamer. Microwave-safe 
construction allows for quick cooking, 
steaming, and reheating. Rolls up for 
compact storage.
VC2001    $25.75

DIGITAL COOKING 
THERMOMETER WITH PROBE
This thermometer helps deliver meats cooked to your taste level - 
from rare to well done - without the guesswork. Simply insert the 
stainless steel probe into your meat, attach the probe to the base 
unit located outside the oven, and program to your preferred 
temperature. -49 to 392°F/-45 to 200ºC range. Probe 7"L, 40"L 
silicone probe cord. Requires 1 AAA battery (included)
ES0627    $29.00
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FAT SEPARATOR
Pour gravy into the separator and watch 
the fat rise to the top while lean gravy 
settles to the bottom. A heat resistant 
strainer catches unwanted bits, and 
a stopper prevents fat from rising to 
the top of the spout. 2 cups/500 mL 
capacity; graduated in cups, ounces, and 
millilitres. 7½"L × 4-1/8"W × 5½"H
OX7505    $20.25

ROASTING & SERVING RACK
Position a roast or turkey on this rack inside 
a roasting pan for cooking. once the meat is 
cooked, pull the red ring on the joining pin 
to separate the rack into two pieces, leaving 
the turkey or roast on the platter. 
14¾"L × 12¾"W × 7¼"H
BW6780    $25.00

ROASTING PAN
This open roasting pan has a revolutionary cooking surface 

that acts like a non-stick pan, yet is made of stainless steel with 
no chemical coating. The textured surface prevents food from 
sticking, allows for high efficiency cooking, and easy cleaning. 

AD6850.35    10"L × 14"W    $40.00
AD6850.40    11"L × 16"W    $50.00

SILICONE ROASTING RACK
Conveniently elevate food above fat and 
liquid for healthier cooking. The open 
design allows air to circulate around food 
for fast, even roasting and easy cleaning. 
Dishwasher safe. BPA free silicone. 
Pack of 2, each 8¼"L × 4¾"W × 1½"D
OX2101    $20.00/pack

GRAVY SAUCIER
This double-walled stainless steel thermal gravy saucier is 
perfect for serving hot gravy and sauces or cold liquids and 
creams. 16 oz/500 mL capacity
DS3346    $29.75

ANGLED BASTER
This baster features an angled tip to easily access hard-to-reach basting juices; 
Imperial and metric measurement markings. Includes a wire cleaning brush. 
Acrylic body with silicone bulb. BPA free. 12½"L
OX1118    $15.75

MARINADE INJECTOR
Inject flavourings and 
marinades directly into 
meats before and during 
roasting. Multiple holes on 
the needle dispense the 
marinade evenly through 
the meat. 
Body: 5¾"L × 1¼"Dia; 
needle: 5¼"L
DS1342    $5.50

kitchen essentials
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LOAF PAPER BAKING MOULDS 
This loaf mould is ideal for pound cakes, breads, and other desserts. 

Dark brown with a gold floret print overlay. Pack of 6.
KS2090  4"L×2"W×2"D          $5.00/pack
KS2091  6"L×2½"W×2"D       $5.50/pack
KS2092  8½"L×3"W×2½"D    $7.00/pack
KS2093  9½"L×3½"W×2¾"D $7.50/pack

SNOWFLAKE LOAF PAPER 
BAKING MOULDS 
This mould is ideal for pound 
cakes, breads, and other desserts.  
Pack of 6. 5½"L × 3"W × 2"D
GD04746    $4.25/pack

FREESTANDING BAKING MOULDS
Perfect for gift giving or for bake sales, the paper baking moulds 
featured on this page are designed to be part of the packaging, 

eliminating the need to remove cakes from their pans before 
giving or selling. Each mould is of a rigid freestanding construction 

(there's no need to place inside a pan), so you simply fill with 
batter, bake, cool, and wrap. Oven safe to 400ºF/200ºC.

CITRUS BLOSSOM 
FLAVOURING
This highly-concentrated, 
unsweetened all-natural 
fiori di Sicilia-type gourmet 
flavouring has a citrus/vanilla 
scent and flavour. Use in 
candies, chocolates, ice 
cream, baking, or anywhere 
an extra bit of flavour is 
desired. 1 oz/29½ mL
LR0232    $11.50/bottle

PRINCESS CAKE & COOKIE 
BAKERY EMULSION
This natural and artificial 
flavouring lends baked 
goods a light, nutty taste 
accented with undertones of 
citrus and rich vanilla. Use 1 
to 2 teaspoons in any recipe 
calling for almond or vanilla. 
4 oz/118 mL
LR0756    $7.50/bottle

PURE VANILLA 
EXTRACT BLEND
This pure vanilla extract 
is produced from a blend 
of selected vanilla beans, 
using a unique cold process 
method to slowly and gently 
extract the maximum flavour 
from the beans to produce 
delicious flavour that is 
unsurpassed. 2 oz/60 mL
NM71000    $17.25/bottle

PANETTONE PAPER BAKING MOULDS 
This panettone mould has a single-layer paper side wall with a corrugated bottom for added 
strength; micro-perforations in the base and walls eliminate excess humidity. Dark brown with 
a gold floret print overlay.  
QL7090  3½"Dia × 2½"D    $6.25/pack of 12
QL7172  6¾"Dia × 4¼"D    $7.50/pack of 6 moulds and 6 bags

A popular 
flavouring 
for panettone 
and colomba 
di Pasqua

FREESTANDING BAKING MOULDS
Perfect for gift giving or for bake sales, the paper baking moulds 
featured on this page are designed to be part of the packaging, 

eliminating the need to remove cakes from their pans before 
giving or selling. Each mould is of a rigid freestanding construction 

(there's no need to place inside a pan), so you simply fill with 
batter, bake, cool, and wrap. Oven safe to 400ºF/200ºC.
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RASPBERRY AMARETTO PRESERVES
A delicate blend of sun-ripened raspberries combined with the 
delightful sweet almond taste of amaretto works perfectly on a 
crispy English muffin or smothered over grilled pork loin. 
12.1 oz/343 g jar
RC78453    $9.50

RHUBARB STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
Use the preserves to create a dreamy cream cheese spread 
across a cinnamon bagel. The possibilities are endless with 
this blend of rhubarb and strawberry.
12.7 oz/360 g jar
RC25253    $9.50

DARK CHOCOLATE PEPPERMINT 
DESSERT TOPPING
Rich dark chocolate and cool peppermint blend together to 
create this smooth and refreshing dessert topping. 
13.1 oz/371 g jar
RC63953    $9.50

RASPBERRY CHOCOLATE DESSERT TOPPING
Use this decadent raspberry chocolate dessert topping, 
flavoured with chocolate liquor, vanilla extract, honey and 
raspberries, to elevate any dessert.
13.1 oz/371 g jar
RC65753    $9.50

sw
eet  treats
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I TAUGHT MYSELF 
COOKIE DECORATING 
BOOK SET
Learn how to decorate cookies with royal icing us-
ing the I taught Myself Cookie Decorating Book Set.  
Get inspired by the 6 exclusive projects showing 
step-by step instructions with pictures. Includes 12 
disposable decorating bags, 2 piping tips, etching 
tool, comb tool, silicone scraper, decorating brush, 
round and square scallop cutters, and I Taught 
Myself book.  Plus, get access to the
I Taught Myself video vault for project
 tutorials and bonus tips.
WI2104.7553    $18.75/set

Decorate your cookies
Royal Icing Recipe

Ingredients
3  tbsp Meringue Powder
4  cups confectioners' sugar
5  tbsp warm water
½ tsp vanilla (or other) extract

Method
 

Using an electric mixer 
(or hand mixer) combine 
meringue powder and 
confectioners' sugar on low.
Add the water and flavoring 
(if using) and beat 7-10 
minutes at low speed with 
a heavy-duty mixer, 10-12 
minutes at high speed with 
a hand-held mixer, until icing 
forms peaks.

Helpful Hints:
 
Keep all utensils completely 
grease-free for proper icing 
consistency.
For stiff icing: Use 1 
tablespoon less water.
When using large 
countertop mixer or 
for stiffer icing, use 1 
tablespoon less water.
For thin icing: To thin for 
pouring, add 1 teaspoon 
water per cup of royal icing. 
Use grease-free spoon or 
spatula to stir slowly. Add 
½ teaspoon water at a 
time until you reach proper 
consistency.

QUICK-SET COOKIE ICING
This ready-to-use microwaveable icing covers 
cookies with a shiny finish. Just heat and 
squeeze onto cookies with the cap to make fun 
shapes or messages. 9-10 oz / 255-283 g bottle
WI0704.493  Green $8.50
WI0704.488  Red $8.50
WI0704.481  White $8.50

CHRISTMAS TREE
SPRINKLE MIX
Red, silver, and green 
Christmas tree design.
3½ oz/99 g 
flip-top shaker bottle
WI0710.9953    $6.50

HOLLY
SPRINKLE MIX
Green and red mistletoe
shape. 3¾ oz/104 g 
flip-top shaker bottle
WI0710.1126    $6.50

CANDY CANE
SPRINKLE MIX
Red and white stripe 
candy cane shapes.
3¾ oz/95 g
flip-top shaker bottle
WI0710.1107    $6.50

GINGERBREAD BOY
SPRINKLE MIX
Brown gingerbread 
boy design. 
3½ oz/99 g 
flip-top shaker bottle
WI0710.9954    $6.50

MERINGUE POWDER
Meringue powder adds body 
to royal icing, meringue, 
and boiled icing, as well as 
stabilize buttercream. It can 
also replace egg whites in 
many recipes. 4 oz/113 g 
resealable can
WI0702.6006    $8.00
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UGLY SWEATER COOKIE CUTTER ROLLER SET
This ugly sweater cookie cutter set includes one plastic 
sweater-shaped cutter and a rolling stamp with 3 
interchangeable designs. Cut and stamp dough for baking, then 
have fun decorating a unique "ugly sweater" cookie. 
5"L × 4½"W
GD04766    $12.00/set

CLASSIC COOKIE PRESS
Use this classic cookie press to make uniform spritz cookie 
shapes. The clear barrel takes the guesswork out of refilling 
and the easy squeeze handle ensures a comfortable grip. Just 
fill, press and bake. The press comes with 12 cookie discs,  
including classic spritz cookie shapes, plus others such as  
pumpkin, turkey, dot pattern and doily.  
WI2104.2627    $16.00

SNOWFLAKE COOKIE CUTTER SET
Make holiday cookies extra special when cut into shapes 
with this cookie cutter set. Decorate with royal icing, coloured 
sugars, and sprinkles. Set of 7 snowflake shapes, ranging in 
size from 12¾"L × 6-5/8"W
WI2308.0577    $9.00/set

CHRISTMAS COOKIE STAMP SET
Ceramic cookie stamps are the traditional method of imprint-
ing cookies with a thematic design. Includes a cookie recipe. 
Set of 9 Christmas-themed stamps: holly, angel, snowman, 
bells, wreath, Christmas tree, star, gingerbread boy, and 
Santa Claus. Each 2¼"Dia
JB2403.9    $27.50/set

COOKIE CUTTER SET
This cookie cutter set has a shape for just about every 
occasion. You get 26 letters, 9 numbers, and 17 popular 
shapes. Use these kid-friendly cutters for fun foods like 
cookies, sandwiches, cheese, brownies and more. Great 
for crafts, too -- from clay ornaments and T-shirt designs to 
sewing patterns and shaped place cards. Food-safe plastic. 
Hand wash. Set of 52
GD04804    $12.00/set

sw
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SILICONE BAKEWARE
Discover the convenience and easy release of flexible silicone bakeware. 
This silicone bundform pan works well with cakes and jellies; it provides 
exceptional baking performance for your favourite recipes.
OR5383  Fluted cake pan (8¾"Dia × 3¾"H)                        $15.00
OR5382  Loaf pan (9¾"L × 5½"W × 2½"H)                          $15.00
OR1166  Christmas Tree bundt form pan (7¾"Dia × 3"H)  $15.00

STANDARD SILICONE 
BAKING CUPS
Muffins and cupcakes will bake evenly 
with a moist, light texture in these 
silicone baking cups. And the muffin will 
not stick to the cup once baked, allowing 
the cups to be slipped right off. Reusable 
hundreds of times. Heat resistant to 
450°F/230ºC. Pack of 6, each 3"Dia (top)
DS9461   $9.25/pack
Choose from aqua or lavender

NARROW SILICONE 
SPATULA
This flexible silicone 
spatula is perfect for 
scraping every last bit 
of icing from the bowl, 
as well as spreading 
the icing onto the 
cake. It's also great for 
reaching into the bottom 
of condiment bottles. 
Dishwasher safe. 9½"L
RM2772    $5.25

ANGLED TROWEL 
SPATULA
This offset trowel-style 
palette knife has a wide, 
flexible angled head. It 
is well-suited for fine, 
delicate work, including 
lifting and moving small 
gum paste and fondant 
decorations. 
head: 2¾"L × 13/16"W; 
overall: 8-3/8"L
GC0838    $4.25

MINI SPATULA SET
These all-purpose mini 
spatulas are perfect for 
scraping batter from 
bowls or the contents 
from jars. The heat-
resistant silicone heads 
are suitable for use with 
non-stick cookware and 
the durable wooden 
handles deliver a 
comfortable grip. Hand 
wash. Set of 3, each 
8"L × 1½"W
RM4706   $10.50/set

SMALL MEASUREMENTS 
MEASURING SPOON SET
Sometimes a recipe calls for just a small 
amount; this 3-piece set of stainless 
steel measuring spoons is ideal for 
measuring out very small amounts, 
including a smidgen (1/32 teaspoon), a 
pinch (1/16 tsp), and a dash (1/8 tsp). 
Dishwasher safe.
RM2633   $5.25/set

SQUEEZE BOTTLE
Use this versatile heat-resistant silicone 
squeeze bottle for decorating, dispensing 
condiments, shaking up dressings and 
so much more. The bottle can also be 
used to melt butter or chocolate in the 
microwave. An airtight cap is included for 
convenient storage. The bottle features 
convenient measurement markings in 
ounces and millilitres. 6 oz
PR0360 blue    $12.00 each
PR0359 red      $12.00 each
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COOKIE SPATULA
The stainless steel blade of this cookie 
spatula has a thin edge to make it easy 
to remove delicate cookies from a baking 
sheet and transfer them to a cooling 
rack. The wooden handle allows for a 
comfortable grip. Hand wash. 7½"L
RM5665    $6.00

LARGE COOKIE SPATULA
This spatula was designed with bulk 
bakers in mind. The double-wide spatula 
surface allows you to quickly and easily 
scoop up several cookies at once. 
Food-safe plastic scoop with stainless 
steel handle. Top rack dishwasher safe. 
Grey. 12¾"L × 6-5/8"W
WI0570.0270    $8.75

3-TIER COOLING RACK
This 3-tier cooling rack stacks and collapses for space-efficient use.  Reinforced 
non-stick coating for easy release and clean up.  Dishwasher-safe.  Each tier 
measures 16"L × 10"W
WI2105.459    $19.00

NON-STICK BAKING LINER
SuperParchment reusable non-stick teflon pan liner is better than parchment 
paper. Reduces the need for greasing and flouring pans. Pliable, flexible, wipes 
clean. Reusable hundreds of times. Oven-safe to 550ºF. 17"L × 13"W
RW1125    $9.50

BAKING SHEET AND 
RACK SET
This general-purpose baking sheet 
with sloped sides is the perfect 
choice for baking cookies, bars, 
breads, and rolls. The baking 
sheet comes with a wire baking 
rack. The aluminum baking sheet 
with zinc-plated steel reinforcing 
wire, measures 18"L × 13"W × 
1"D. The heavyweight chrome wire 
rack is oven safe to 500ºF and 
measures 16½"L × 11¾"W
GK1318    $28.25/set

sw
eet  treats
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"EGGNOGGIN' TIME" TEA-FILLED ORNAMENT
The tea features a blend of classic black tea, cinnamon, 
ginger pieces, clove pieces, and other natural flavourings. 
GCR50936    $11.25

"HOLIDAY CHEER" TEA-FILLED ORNAMENT
 This spiced tea features a blend of classic black tea, clove 
pieces, safflower petals, and other natural flavourings.
 GCR50935    $11.25

"COOKIES FOR SANTA" TEA-FILLED ORNAMENT
The tea imparts a tasty cookie taste with its blend of classic black 
tea, chamomile petals, calendula, and other natural flavourings. 
GCR50932    $11.25

"GINGER ALL THE WAY" TEA-FILLED ORNAMENT
The tea offers a gingery sweet- and spicy-tasting experience with 
its blend of classic black tea, cinnamon, star anise, cocoa beans, 
ginger pieces, safflower petals, chamomile petals, and other 
natural flavourings. 
GCR50933    $11.25

BLACK LOOSE LEAF TEA
Items on this page contain 0.7 oz/20 g of black loose leaf tea and come packaged in a giftable tin-plated ornament with ribbon. 

"BE MERRY" TEA-FILLED ORNAMENT
The fragrant tea will delight the entire house with the 
aroma of Christmas with its blend of Rooibos tea, apple 
pieces, and other natural flavourings.
GCR50934    $11.25

For Tea’s Sake teas are gluten free and have no GMOs. Blended and packed in Canada.

For Tea’s Sake teas premium gourmet tea brand uses only the finest quality teas, fruits, herbs 
and other natural ingredients sourced from the world’s top-growing tea regions; the result is a tea 
tasting experience like no other. All loose leaf teas can be enjoyed hot or cold.
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coffee &
 tea accessories

LITTLE MISS OR MR. MEN MUG
The classic Mr Men or Little Miss mug comes 

in a matching gift box (one side of the mug has 
one design and the other side has the design 

shown on the box). Bone china. 
Dishwasher and microwave safe. 

13½ oz/400 mL capacity. 3½"L × 3"W
WWF7348    $15.00 each

Choose from Little Miss Busy, 
Little Miss Chatterbox, Little Miss Giggles, 
Little Miss Princess, Little Miss Sunshine, 

WWF7349    $15.00 each 
Choose from Mr. Grumpy, Mr. Happy, 

Mr. Messy, or Mr. Perfect

back of mug
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PORCELAIN TRAVEL MUG SET 
This porcelain mug comes with an infuser and a porcelain lid. 
Stainless steel construction means the infuser will not retain 
tastes or odours. Comes with matching gift box.
14½ oz capacity.
GCR6410    $23.00/set
Purple butterfly shown, see www.Regal.ca for other design

TEA BAG SQUEEZER
Get more out of your tea bag with this 
stainless steel tea bag squeezer. Simply 
grasp the tea bag with the tongs and 
squeeze -- no drips, no mess. The 
squeezer can also be used as mini 
serving tongs. Dishwasher safe. 5"L
RM6638    $4.75

BAMBOO TEA BOX
Offer your guests a selection of teas in this handsome 

bamboo tea box. Six compartments allow for the division of 
the bags according to taste and colour. A lid allows for easy 

storage. 9"L × 9"W × 3½"H
OR5522    $24.00

MINI PITCHER
This porcelain pitcher holds 1 ounce 
-- just enough for a single serving of 
cream, maple syrup, or dessert sauce. 
Dishwasher safe.
RM7536    $3.25

HONEY DIPPER
This honey dipper is 
ideal for drizzling honey, 
maple syrup,melted 
chocolate, caramel, and 
more. Simply dip the 
grooved, easy-clean 
silicone end into the 
honey, hold upright to 
eliminate drips, turn 
horizontally to release 
the honey. Durable 
stainless steel handle. 
DIshwasher safe. 6"L
RM4825    $6.00

SILICONE DRINK COVER
This reusable drink lid is a beautiful and practical alternative to plastic wrap.The lid seals 
tight on all smooth rims to create an airtight, watertight seal and is sized perfectly to fit 
most glasses, cups, or mugs. BPA free. Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
Fits glasses up to 3"Dia. Set of 2
VC4375  Poppy    $12.75
Poppy shown, see 
www.Regal.ca for other 
available designs

SILICONE TEA INFUSER
Mr. Tea is an ideal tea-time companion. 
Just load his little silicone pants with 
tea leaves, perch him in your cup, relax 
for a minute as he does the work, and 
savour your perfect orange pekoe. 
Moulded from food-safe silicone.
FD1996  $16.00
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"I LOVE ... THIS MUCH" 
CERAMIC MUG
Let daddy or mommy know that you care 
with a ceramic mug that will bring about 
a smile. 12 oz/350 mL, 3½"Dia × 5"H
SPL00110    $12.00 each 
Daddy shown, see www.Regal.ca for 
Mommy design

MONOGRAMMED PORCELAIN MUG
This colourful mug is monogrammed 
just for your friends and designed to 
add a personal touch to your favourite 
beverage. Microwave and dishwasher 
safe, the mug features a modern 
geometric design. 13½ oz/400 mL
BI3018    $7.00  each 
See www.Regal.ca for complete 
alphabet, colours and patterns

VINTAGE SCRABBLE 
ALPHABET MUG
This officially-licensed ceramic mug 
featuring a classic Scrabble board 
design is perfect for the Scrabble fan. 
Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
14 oz/400 mL capacity. 
WWF27601    $20.00

"I LOVE YOU MORE THAN 
COFFEE..." MUG
This ceramic coffee mugs lets loved 
ones know you love them but not 
before you've had your caffeine fix. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
16 oz capacity. 4½"L × 4"W
GCR89727    $17.00

STAINLESS STEEL MINI PITCHER
Use this sleek stainless steel mini pitcher 
for individual servings of cream or milk 
for coffee or tea. The pitcher is also 
perfect for individual servings of maple 
syrup, sauces, and more. 
Dishwasher safe.
RM4201  1oz (1¼"L × 1"W)        $3.75
RM4200  2 oz (1½"L × 1½"W)    $4.50

PORCELAIN SOUP MUG
This generously-sized mug is perfectly shaped to wrap your hands around when 
full of delicious warm soup. Designed in the UK by Clare Mackie, the fine porcelain 
mug features a high-quality glaze. A soup recipe is included. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Uniquely gift boxed. 
22 oz/650 mL capacity
BI0047    $13.00
Choose from carrot coriander, 
cream of mushroom, 
leek & potato, or 
tomato & basil 

coffee &
 tea accessories
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MAPLE SHORTBREAD
This delicious shortbread is made with 
pure maple syrup. 170 g box
TK300300     $10.50/box

MAPLE CREAM COOKIES
These maple cookies have a creamy 
delicious maple syrup filling and will 
surely have you coming back for more.
18 cookies / 400 g pack
TK300400  Vanilla          $6.50/pack
TK300600  Chocolate    $6.50/pack 

MAPLE CANDY
Love the taste of maple syrup? Then 
you’ll enjoy this maple hard candy.  
90 g bag
TK366111     $5.00/bag

MAPLE CRUNCH 
CHOCOLATE BAR
The delightful taste of maple sugar is 
made even better when combined with 
Laura Secord chocolate.  With a bit of 
crunch, we are sure the first bite will have 
you coming back for more. 100 g bar  
TK315101    Milk Chocolate     $4.50
TK315107    Dark Chocolate    $4.50

CANADA MAPLE SYRUP
Bring your Canadian pride to the 
breakfast table with this maple leaf-
shaped bottle of grade A maple syrup.  
Amber rich taste. 250 mL glass bottle.
TK154625    $17.00/bottle 

MAPLE PEANUT BRITTLE
Perfect for parties, dessert buffets, gifts 
or a snack, this peanut brittle is made 
with pure maple syrup. 185 g bag
TK344421    $10.50 

Pure
   Canadian
        Tradition
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KITTY CRINKLE SACK
This playful crinkle sack makes the noise of a paper bag that 
all cats love. The inside is plush for comfort and the outside 
is polyester-cotton for easy washing. Cats will play and be 
amused for hours. 18”L × 15”W
FRP03394       $44.00

“PAWS” BARRIER RUG
Protect your floors with this attractive 
and super absorbent pet runner. The 
all-grip and no-slip design helps keep 
the mat in place. Black and cream.
FRP41284.6  Mat (39"L×17"W)       $26.00
FRP41284.7  Runner (59"L×17"W)  $36.00

PET LOVERS MUG
Declare your love for your four-legged friend with an 

oversized ceramic mug. 18 oz capacity.
FRP01515  Cat    $16.00
FRP01514  Dog   $16.00

CAGE FEEDER
AND SUET BIRD FEED 

This suet bird feed attracts woodpeckers, jays, titmice, 
chickadees, nuthatches, wrens, cardinals, grosbeaks, 

buntings, finches, and siskins. Contains 10 peanut butter suet 
cakes and a cage feeder. Ingredients: rendered beef fat, cut 

corn, white millet, milo, peanuts, black oil sunflower.
FRP82014    $26.00/set

BELL-SHAPE WILD BIRD FEED
This bell-shaped bird feeder contains high quality seeds to 
attract a wide variety of smaller songbirds. Hook included. 

Ingredients: sorghum, white millet, cracked corn, sunflower and 
black gelatin. 6 individually-wrapped bells.

FRP22233    $26.00/pack

pet accessories“PAWS” BARRIER RUG
Protect your floors with this attractive 
and super absorbent pet runner. The 
all-grip and no-slip design helps keep 
the mat in place. Black and cream.
FRP41284.6  Mat (39"L×17"W)       $26.00
FRP41284.7  Runner (59"L×17"W)  $36.00

GROOM, SCRATCH & PLAY CAT ARCH
This cat arch is the perfect tool to pamper and treat your cat. 
The arch is made of plastic bristles that scratch and massage 
kitty, a hanging toy mouse to play  with, and a carpet that acts 
as a scratching mat. 14"L × 13"W × 11"H
JBR1739    $18.50
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"TOOL RULES"  WALL PLAQUE
This multi-panel hanging wall plaque sets 
them straight on how important your tools 

are to you. This is the perfect gift for the 
handy man or woman of the house. Wood 

composite (MDF). 29½"L × 14¼"W
SPL09059    $28.00

RUSTIC-STYLE WALL SIGN
Sometimes those fond memories are best remembered 
where they occurred. This rustic-style wall sign adds a 
visual reminder to keep the fun where it happened. Wood 
construction. 11"L × 8¼"W
SPL08062    $11.25 each 
Choose from cabin, cottage, or trailer

"I LOVE YOU TO THE MOON 
AND BACK" CERAMIC MUG
This ceramic mug says it all. 
18oz capacity. 
4½"Dia × 5¾"H
SPL11597    $11.25

"I LOVE YOU TO THE MOON AND 
BACK" PLAQUE
Let them know how much they mean to you 
with this bold wall plaque. Wood composite 
(MDF). 10"L × 8¼"W ×2"D
SPL6171    $12.00

"WHAT HAPPENS ..." CERAMIC MUG
Sometimes the good times are best remembered where they 
happened. This ceramic mug celebrates those memories.
18 oz capacity. 4½"Dia × 5¾"H
SPL00160    $11.25 each
Choose from cabin, cottage or trailer

WHO TO CALL WALL PLAQUES
Sometimes you just don't get the answer you want and grandparents are always the 
solution. This wood composite (MDF) plaque makes it clear who is in charge.
15¾"L × 4¾"W × ¾"D
SPL00189    $10.00
Choose from Dad/Grandpa or Mom/Grandma
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"LOVE" PICTURE FRAME
This sleek picture frame offers a spot to place your most 
cherished memories. Wood composite (MDF). Black. Holds 
one 6" × 4" and two 4" × 4" photos. 16"L × 10"W
PKD31450    $17.00

"LOVE" PICTURE FRAME 
WITH HEART ACCENT
There are moments in life that simply have to be 
captured and cherished. Keep your two favourite 
photographs in this "LOVE" picture frame. Wood 
composite (MDF). Black. Holds two 4" × 6" photos. 
14½"L × 8"W
PKD31448    $17.00

"FRIENDS" PICTURE FRAME
They stand by you during the tough times and they make 
you laugh until it hurts during the good times -- keep happy 
memories of those special friends close at hand in this 
contemporary-style picture frame. Wood composite (MDF). 
Black. Holds two 3½"×5" and two 2½"×3½" photos.
14½"L × 11½"W
PKD31449    $20.00

"FAMILY" PICTURE FRAME
Family is everything to you. Keep your two favourite pictures 
of your loved ones in this beautiful frame. Wood composite 
(MDF). Holds one 5" × 7" and one 6" × 4" photograph. 
13"L × 9½"W
PKD31674    $16.00
Choose from black or white

METAL PICTURE FRAME
Show your love for your grandparents with these silver-tone 
picture frames. Holds two 2" photos. 10"L × 2¾"H 
SPL0999    $20.00 each
Choose from Nana or Papa

"GRANDKIDS" PICTURE FRAME
This modern-style picture frame features expressions of love 
and aluminum detailing. Holds one 6" × 4" photo. 
Measures 8½"L × 6½"W
SPL0061    $15.00

w
all décor
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Cards are embossed, most 
feature foil text on front, and 
include envelopes. 
Set of 12 cards: 3 each of 4 
designs. 7¾"L × 5"W

See www.Regal.ca for 
inside versus of cards

GENERAL BIRTHDAY CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN1000    $13.50/set

CHILD BIRTHDAY CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN1100    $13.50/set

CONGRATULATIONS CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN4900    $13.50/set

BABY CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN4500    $13.50/set

THANK YOU CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN4700    $13.50/set

Every day cards

 (Card assortment may vary within collections)
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GREETING CARD 
ASSORTMENT
Set of 16 cards: 3 general birthday, 
2 children's birthday, 2 wedding, 2 
anniversary, 1 baby, 1 congratulations, 
1 get well, 2 sympathy, 1 thank you, 
and 1 thinking of you. 7¾"L × 5"W
HRN9000    $20.00/set

every day cards

WEDDING CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN3900    $13.50/set

ANNIVERSARY CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN3300    $13.50/set

FRIENDSHIP / THINKING OF YOU CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN5000    $13.50/set

GET WELL CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN4000    $13.50/set

SYMPATHY CARD ASSORTMENT
HRN3000    $13.50/set
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WEDGE SMARTPHONE HOLDER
Use this wedge smartphone holder to 
prop up your phone, GPS, and more. 
The polymer surface of the holder sticks 
to most surfaces, making it great for the 
dashboard of cars, RVs, boats, and for 
home. Polyurethane. Pack of 4
RLX2819   $4.00/pack

USB-POWERED TOUCH LIGHT
Get more light when you need it 
with this adjustable USB-powered 
light. The touch light features an 
adjustable neck and a bright LED 
light to illuminate your work area  
when you plug the light into any USB 
port. No app or batteries required. 
14"L
KKL07879    $13.50

MINI IPHONE FAN
This iPhone fan is an essential accessory. 
The fan works by plugging into your iPhone 
5 or 6, no batteries or extra app required. 
The fan is perfect for conventions, hikes, 
and more. 3½"L × 1½"W
KKL07821   $9.00

WOODEN LAP DESK
This wooden lap desk is perfect for holding 

your tablet while in bed or on the couch.
The desk features a slot for your tablet, 

a micro-bead cushion for comfort, and a 
sturdy, non-slip surface. 

13½"L × 9½"W × 2"D
KKL07180    $23.00

SCREEN SHELF
With screens getting thinner, we’ve lost the extra space 
we used to have for photo frames, plants, and the remote 
control; this screen shelf brings back that space on your 
flat screen TV or monitor. Place it on your screen to 
personalize your space or to keep personal accessories 
near you. Black. Fits screens up to 4"D. 7"L × 5"W
BBN45153   $25.00

Accessories not included

SUPER CABLE
Bridging the gap between micro and 
iPhone chargers — this cotton-braided, 
2-in-1 cable heals the device divide by 
placing both on one connector. Just flip 
and charge.
KKL08378    $15.75
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TABLET STAND WITH STYLUS
This tablet stand was designed to fit all popular tablet models so you can bring your 
tablet into the kitchen or desktop for easy reference or reading. The adjustable three 
position stand holds your tablet upright in portrait or landscape position. The base is 
weighted for stability and the back is adjustable and offers three viewing angles. The 
back features a non-slip rubber 
grip to securely hold the tablet 
in place. The stand folds flat 
for storage; an integrated 
stylus pens fits 
into the base 
7"L × 6"W × 1½"H
PR039   $32.75 each
Choose from black 
or white

CELLPHONE HOLDER
This cellphone holder offers safe 
support for your phone while it 
is charging. The holder hangs 
between the charger and the outlet 
and provides a safe platform for 
your cellphone, while allowing for 
easy winding of long cables. The 
surface has an anti-slip pad and 
the folding hinge is handy for travel. 
White. 4¾"L × 3"W × 4-1/3"H
BBN45089    $14.00

iPREP SMARTPHONE STAND
The iPrep smartphone stand fits 
all popular phones horizontally or 
vertically, with adjustable viewing 
angles for optimum viewing. A 
weighted base and non-slip rubber 
grip keep it stable. Folds for 
compact storage.
PR0401    $22.75

Tablet not included

Phone not included

WIRELESS BLUETOOTH EARBUDS
These earbuds are great for exercising 
and on-the-go activities. The rechargeable 
earbuds easily sync with any smartphone 
and feature an inline mic, dynamic audio, 
and responsive bass. USB cable is 
included.
CGC29918    $29.75

MINI LED ZIPPER LIGHT
This mini LED zipper light will keep you 
in the light no matter where you go. The 
light hooks to the zipper of your jacket, 
backpack, purse, or more. ABS Plastic. 
Batteries included. Assorted colours.
3"L × ½"W
KKL08322    $5.00  each

RETIREMENT COUNTDOWN TIMER
This retirement countdown timer will display, down to the second, how long you 
have until your last day of work. The easy-to-set timer is great for offices and 
desks, and can also act as a digital clock. Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).
 4"L × 2½"W
STZ15126    $22.50

gadgety gifts
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PORTABLE BATTERY TESTER
This portable battery tester tests one 
battery at a time. The compact size 
allows you to carry the tester in a purse, 
camera bag, luggage, or backpack. 
4"L × 2"W × 1¾"D
LCT0911    $15.25

OUTLET MULTIPLIER
Expand a standard wall outlet with this 
outlet multiplier. The multiplier has six 
grounded outlets (two for oversized 
plugs) and two USB ports to plug in your 
electronics. White.
JBR1310    $19.75

PRECISION SCREWDRIVER SET
Keep this 8-piece precision screwdriver set close-at-hand for 
repairing eye glasses, cameras, watches, clocks, electronics, small 
appliances, and more. The handle stores screw bits. Includes 
Phillips bits (PH0, PH00, and PH000), flathead bits (2.4 mm, 2.0 
mm, and 1.4 mm), and Torx bits (T5 and T4). Assorted colours.
KKL5645    $9.00/set

NAILING FINGER SAVER
This nailing finger saver will help to keep your fingers safe from 
injury while hammering. This helpful handyman holds most nail 
sizes. Plastic. 2-5/8"L × 7/8"W × 3/8"H
MKB0947    $14.75

10-IN-1 MULTI-TOOL
This multi-tool features 10 tools in one: 
a hammer, flat-head screwdriver, bottle 
opener, citrus reamer, saw blade, file, 
knife blade, Phillips-head screwdriver, 
pliers, and wire cutters. 5-1/3"L
KKL6918    $23.00

FLEXIBLE POWER STRIP
This flexible power strip features four 
grounded outlets that can be positioned for 
efficiency. White.
6"L × 5¼"W × 2"D outlet with 27½"L cord
KKL07997    $31.50

HANDS-FREE LED UTILITY LIGHT
This hands-free LED utility light is all around brilliant. The light 
provides 220 lumens of super bright light, and has a built-in 
hook, magnet, and stand. Assorted colours. Requires 3 AAA 
batteries (included). 3½"L× 2½"W × 1½"D 
RLX5084    $9.00
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POCKET CADDY
This soft and secure pocket
is the perfect place to keep your 
bedside essentials close at hand. Use 
the caddy to store magazines, glasses, 
phones, remotes, and more. Fits most couches 
and beds. Grey. 11"L × 8¾"W × 4½"D
KKL7692    $24.00

HIDDEN WALL SAFE
Hide your valuables in plain sight with this hidden wall 
safe. The outlet safe comes with a cutout saw and 
template for easy installation. High impact plastic and 
metal. White. 7"L × 3½"W × 2"D
JBR4558    $7.25

CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP CAN SAFE
This safe is an inconspicuous place to hide money, jewellery, 
and more. The unique hiding place is true to size and 
appearance of an everyday chicken noodle soup can. 
2½"Dia × 3-7/8"H
STZ15746    $16.75

FIRE-RESISTANT DOCUMENT
STORAGE BAG
Protect the valuables you can't afford to 
lose with this fire-resistant bag. The bag 
holds documents like birth certificates, 
passports, and more. The bag can resist 
heat up to 1000°F. Fibreglass. 
14½"L × 9"W
JBR5076    $14.00

BOOK-SHAPED SAFE
Protect your valuables from 
burglars with this book-shaped 
safe! Disguised as an English 
dictionary, the steel safe with a 
solid metal lock is a secure place 
for jewellery, cash, or heirlooms. 
Includes 2 keys. 
9½"L × 6¼"W × 2½"D
APL33157    $29.75

GLASSES CLIP
This clip provides a safe and handy place for your sunglasses or 
corrective glasses in your car. Just fit the clip to the sun visor and 
you will always have your glasses within reach when you need 
them. Black. 2½"L × 2"W
BBN45105    $9.00

GLASSES CLIP
This clip provides a safe and handy place for your sunglasses or 
corrective glasses in your car. Just fit the clip to the sun visor and 
you will always have your glasses within reach when you need 
them. Black. 2½"L × 2"W
BBN45105    $9.00

gadgety gifts

POCKET CADDY
This soft and secure pocket
is the perfect place to keep your 
bedside essentials close at hand. Use 
the caddy to store magazines, glasses, 
phones, remotes, and more. Fits most couches 
and beds. Grey. 11"L × 8¾"W × 4½"D
KKL7692    $24.00
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SUPER BRIGHT MAGNIFIER LAMP
This USB chargeable or battery operated 
portable lamp offers bright natural-
quality, yet energy-efficient lighting 
with 24 long lasting LEDs and 3 levels 
of brightness (30%, 50%, and 100%), 
along with a space-saving design. 
The adjustable arm folds nearly flat for 
storage and travel. The lamp comes with 
a USB cord and instructions.
JBR02505    $25.00

"SNO BRUM" SNOW 
REMOVAL TOOL
This snow broom is designed to quickly sweep snow off the vehicle and 
away from the user without harming the vehicle's finish. The powder-
coated steel telescoping handle has cold-resistant nylon threads and 
extends from 27" to 46". The oversized head safely removes snow from 
vehicles, trailers, awnings, spa covers, and more.
AGP3002    $35.00

CORD CONNECT
Snap this protective cover over electrical 

cords to prevent them from separating 
and to create a water tight seal. Helps to 
prevent electrical shorts, shielding plugs 
from rain, snow, and ice. Use indoors or 

outdoors. Plastic.  8"L×3"Dia
AGP5005    $9.00

TIRE CASE TOOL KIT
This tire-shaped tool kit
includes 20 tools:
4 sockets, 1 utility knife, 
4 precision screwdrivers,
10 screwdriver bits, and
1 screwdriver handle. 
5¼"Dia × 2¼"H
SPL8977   $15.00/set

SHOWER MATE 
WATERPROOF NOTEPAD
This hardcover waterproof notepad contains 
40 perforated sheets for easy note-taking 
and removal, and features a built-in pencil 
holder. A suction cup attaches securely to 
shower and bath surfaces. 8½"L × 2¼"W
PPP32055    $18.00

INFRARED  ALERT SYSTEM
Be aware of intruders or visitors around 
your home with this alert system. The 
wireless system includes a weather-
resistant sensor and a receiver. When 
someone passes the sensor, the receiver 
will alert you with a chime. Requires a 9V 
and 3 C batteries (not included). 
sensor: 4¼"L × 2-5/8"W × 2¼"D; 
receiver: 5"L × 3-5/8"W × 1½"D 
JBR3731    $44.75

CORD CONNECT
Snap this protective cover over electrical 

cords to prevent them from separating 
and to create a water tight seal. Helps to 
prevent electrical shorts, shielding plugs 
from rain, snow, and ice. Use indoors or 

outdoors. Plastic.  8"L×3"Dia
AGP5005    $9.00
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SUPER STRONG MAGNETIC KEY HOLDER
Powerful neodymium magnet keeps keys safe 
and easy to find. Each crazy-strong key holder 
attaches to magnetic surfaces to hold up to 20 
keys or other light objects. 3¼"L × 2-3/8"W
PPP3205    $11.25 each 
Choose from boy or girl

TALKING PIG BAG CLIP
No more sneaky snackers with this talking bag 
clip! The clip makes adorable oinking sounds 
when opened. 3"L × 2¾"W × 1¾"D
KKL05262    $8.50 each

BATTERY-OPERATED LED DESK LAMP
This portable, multi-directional LED lamp makes 
it easy to illuminate any workstation; it is the 
perfect choice for emergencies. The lamp 
pivots to any angle and features 12 individual 
LEDs that can glow for up to 100, 000 hours. 
Requires 3 AA batteries (not included). 
Set of 2, each 7"L
JBR00638    $20.00/set

THE ULTIMATE TWIN DRAFT 
DOOR GUARD

Keep cold air out and heat in 
with this draft guard. The water-

repellent microfleece insulator 
saves energy and money.  Simply 

slide the guard along a door or 
window up to 36" wide to block out 

drafts from both sides. The guard 
can be cut to fit smaller doors or 

windows. 
SPT09502    $20.00

RETRACTABLE LINT ROLLER
This award-winning, retractable, refillable lint 
roller quickly removes lint, dust, and pet hair from 
surfaces in one easy motion. When the roll of lint 
roller paper is used, you just pull off the refill and 
then pop on the next one. 
DS0550 Black    $12.00
see www.Regal.ca for available colours
                 Refill (30 sheets)    $5.00 
Accent colour on refill is random.

OVER-THE-DOOR FOLDAWAY VALET
The single hook flips down into a valet to fit 
multiple hangers and flips back up when you 
only need one hook. The non-slip hooks grip 
items securely, making the valet ideal for hang-
ing bathrobes, towels, or jackets. The flexible 
opening automatically adjusts to all door sizes. 
Stainless steel and silicone. 4½"L × 1¼"W 
(folded); 6¼"L × 1¼"W (opened)
OX4180    $22.50

set 
of 2

gadgety gifts

BATTERY-OPERATED LED DESK LAMP
This portable, multi-directional LED lamp makes 
it easy to illuminate any workstation; it is the 
perfect choice for emergencies. The lamp 
pivots to any angle and features 12 individual 
LEDs that can glow for up to 100, 000 hours. 
Requires 3 AA batteries (not included). 
Set of 2, each 7"L
JBR00638    $20.00/set
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WISH JAR SET
A jar full of wishes.  This 
glass wish jar with paper 
and pen set is a cute 
accent for counter or 
desktop. 8"H × 4½"Dia
SPL6415    $20.00/set

MASON JAR 
SEWING KIT
This crafty mason jar 
makes a stylish sewing 
buddy. Unscrew the pin 
cushion lid to reveal 
an entire sewing kit. 
The jar comes filled 
with a variety of thread 
wheels, a thimble, 
stitch ripper, needles, 
scissors, pins and 
buttons, needle 
threader, and a
tape ruler.
KKL81611    $22.00

SUCTION CUP
BUD VASE

Surprise and delight 
someone with a 

favourite flower and 
sweet note with this 
bud vase. The vase 

attaches to a smooth 
surface with suction 

cups. Pack of 2 
7¾"L × 2½"W × 5/8"D

JOK10900    $5.50/pack

PUMP KIT FOR MASON JAR LID
Transform your standard-mouth mason 
jar into a stylish pump dispenser for your 
favourite lotion or soap with this mason 
jar lid with pump insert. For use with your 
standard mason jar and screw band.
BE22325   $6.00

SPECIAL LIDS FOR MASON JARS
These mason jar lids transform your 
mason jars into stylish decorative pieces 
around the home. Fill your standard-
mouth mason jar with sand, shells, or 
potpourri, place a lid on the mouth of jar, 
then secure lid with a screw band. The 
lid helps to convert the jar into a candle 
holder, money bank, potpourri holder, 
and more.
BE2232    $4.00
See www.Regal.ca 
for other available 
designs 

DECORATIVE CHANGE BOX
Save for the important things, like the next 
pair of shoes, beer, and globetrotting. The 
clear display of this change box makes 
it easy to see how those savings are 
growing. Wood composite (MDF) frame 
with acrylic window. 7"L × 7"W × 3"D
SPL0736    $20.00 each
Shopping fund shown, see 
www.Regal.ca for other 
available designs 
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SILVER ALARM CLOCK
This silver alarm clock is the definition of 
compact. Perfect for travel, the clock's 
embossed face is handsome and bold. 
2"Dia
KKL08313    $15.75

50 YEAR CALENDAR
PAPERWEIGHT
Find the day of the week for any date 
up to 50 years from now with this handy 
paperweight. Simply line up the month and 
the year at the top of the dial to reveal the 
matching monthly calendar at the bottom 
of the dial.  Stainless steel. 3”Dia
KKL1959    $16.50

CANDY DISPENSER
What's your favourite 
candy? Each of the 3 
compartments has its 
own dispenser lever 
-- you simply push down 
to dispense candy. The 
top of the candy machine 
removes for easy filling 
and cleaning. The base 
rotates 360º for easy 
candy selection. Plastic. 
5½"Dia × 12"H
JBR0976    $23.50

CINEMATIC MARQUEE-STYLE LIGHT BOX
Let your name shine in lights like the star that you are. The cinematic marquee-style 
light box comes with 84 letters, numbers, and symbols so you can personalize it to 
please your inner star. Place on wall or on a desk. Comes with USB adaptor so it 
can be plugged in or requires 6 AA batteries (not included). 12"L × 9"W × 2"D
SPL01460    $24.75 
Choose from black letters or coloured letters

CLASSIC ALARM CLOCK
This retro-style alarm clock adds a cute 
touch to any décor. The second hand 
has a sweep movement. Grey with red 
second hand and numbers. 
3½"L × 3"W × 1¾"D
KKL84063    $25.00

Santa's favourites

Base rotates 360º

Candies not included
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CHRISTMAS-THEMED 
TISSUE PAPER

Use this quality tissue 
paper to complete all your 

wrapping tasks. Set of 
32 sheets divided into 4 

packages each containing 
6 solid and 2 die-cut 

print design sheets, each 
measuring 20"L × 20"W

PKD80507    $7.50/set

CHRISTMAS-THEMED 
TISSUE PAPER
Use this quality tissue 
paper to complete all your 
wrapping tasks. Set of 30 
sheets, each 20"L × 20"W 
(5 each of 6 designs)
PKD80679    $7.50/set

TIN GIFT CARD HOLDER
Present your gift card in a cute 
card holder that stands out under 
the tree. Set of 2 (snowman and 
penguin), each 4½"L × 3½"W
PKD80688    $7.00/set

BAKED TREATS TIN
This durable cake and 
cookie tin is a festive 
and fun way to gift 
your baked treats this 
holiday. 
HLT2000    $10.00
(7"Dia × 2¾"D)  
HLT3000    $13.00
(8"Dia × 3"D)
Snowflake design 
shown, see 
www.Regal.ca for  
snowmen design

Party bag shown is 
sold on page 78 of 
Regal catalogue, 
issue 4

Tissue Carnation

Gifts made from the heart have a way of 
putting a smile on the recipient’s face. 
Even if you buy that perfect gift, you 
can give it that gift-from-the heart touch. 
Make a tissue carnation and place it 
on top of the wrapped gift instead of 
a store-bought bow. Get creative and 
make rainbow-coloured carnations or an 
entire bouquet. Here’s how you do it...
 
Materials:
•  tissue paper
•  floral wire
•  floral tape
•  scissors
•  wire cutters
•  ruler

1. Flatten several layers of tissue paper. 
Cut into squares (about the size of a 
square of toilet paper)

2. Fold the layered squares of tissue 
accordion style; then fold in half

3. Centre the floral wire in the middle of 
the tissue paper and wrap it around the 
strip; snip the wire ‘stem’ with your wire 
cutters to the length you desire 

4. Trim and round the edges all the way 
through each fold 

5. Wrap floral tape at the base of the 
tissue and down the floral wire (clip 
excess wire with your wire cutters)

6.  Gently begin to peel the tissue layers 
apart one-by-one. Starting from the top 
layer, slowly work down to the last layer

7. Tape the carnation to your present 
and wait for the smiles of appreciation!
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FLORAL TAPE CUTTER 
& SHREDDER
This tape cutter is designed to cut floral 
tape or shred ribbon into quarter or 
half widths. Removable blades allow 
for adjusting the desired tape or ribbon 
width. An excellent tool to help wire icing, 
gum paste, or fondant flowers.
JE2207    $21.75/set

FLORAL TAPE 
This self-sealing finishing tape is useful 
for taping together the stems of gum 
paste flowers. 90'L × ½"W 
CK7130  Dark Green    $1.50/roll
CK7132  Light Green    $1.50/roll

WIRE CUTTERS
These high-quality wire cutters can snip 
through floral wire easily. 5"L
PE8748    $11.75

LONG-NOSE PLIERS
This tool is a must have for anyone 
making sugar flowers. The long nose 
makes it easy to create hooked wires 
and tweak wired sprays into shape. 5"L
PE8749    $14.50

FLORAL WIRE ASSORTMENT 
These quality paper-covered wires 

are ideal for wiring gum paste, 
fondant, or royal icing flowers and 
leaves.  Gauge number indicates 

wire strength. The lower the 
number, the stronger the wire; the 
higher the number, the more flex-
ible. Cut wires to specific project 

size using wire cutters. Set of 48: 
16 each of 20-gauge, 22-gauge 

and 26-gauge wire. 6"L
WI1005.4456    $7.50/set

COMFORT GRIP KITCHEN SHEARS
Sharp and sturdy, these kitchen shears 
are perfect for everyday use. The shears 
feature a built-in bottle opener, as well 
as a handy measurement guide on one 
of the blades in both imperial and metric 
increments. The shears have a comfort-
grip handle and comes with a protective 
blade cover for storage. 8-7/8"L
TV1683    $16.50

crafts
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BEADED BOOKMARK
Don't lose your place. Each 
elegant bead-detailed 
bookmark features a tassel 
accent, is printed on sturdy, 
smooth-finish card stock, 
and comes encased in 
a protective clear plastic 
sleeve. 7-1/8"L × 2½"W
PPP3100    $4.50 each
Choose from 
hummingbird, keep calm 
read on, owl keep your 
place, or senility prayer

FREESTYLE 
SOCCER 

TRICKS
Freestyle soccer is 
the art of juggling 
a soccer ball 
using feet, knees, 
chest, shoulders, 
and head - skillful 
moves to keep 
a ball airborne 
- and is now a 
recognized sport 
with a governing 
body. This book is 
a well-illustrated 
colourful guide to 
the sport. 120 pages, paperback. 7"L × 6"W
FF40704    $15.00

UNESCO WORLD 
HERITAGE SITES

This treasure trove 
of a book features 
spectacular photographs 
and shows how 
remarkable and beautiful 
our planet truly is. The 
book is a complete 
guide to 1031 World 
Heritage sites mapped 
by continent with 
descriptions, locations, 
and photographs. The 
sites are located in 163 countries and include 802 cultural 
sites, 197 natural sites, and 32 mixed sites. 928 pages, 
paperback. 8¼"L × 6¼"W
FF85817    $34.75

WILDLIFE WATCHER 
GUIDE

This book overflows with 
valuable information 
presented in colourful 
illustrations and clear text. 
It is excellent for budding 
wildlife naturalists and 
photographers. The guide 
provides essential advice on 
how to track, observe, and 
photograph wildlife in their 
natural habitat. Practical 
chapters are interspersed 
with Question and Answer 
spreads that give a glimpse 
into the adventures of real-
life wildlife photographers. 96 pages, paperback. 8"L × 5"W
FF85742    $9.75

PADDLE 
YOUR 

OWN CANOE
Illustrated with 
600 full-colour 
photographs, 
this wide-rang-
ing book is 
designed with 
both beginner 
and seasoned 
canoeists in 
mind. The book 
offers first-hand, experience-based instruction on outfitting, 
reading the river, paddling strokes for all flatwater and 
whitewater conditions, advanced turns and manoeuvres, 
portaging, safety and rescue techniques - even how to tie a 
canoe on your vehicle. 208 pages, paperback. 
11"L × 8½"W
FF46577    $24.75
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I-CLIP MAGNETIC PAGE 
MARKERS
This multi-purpose i-clip can be 
used as a secure bookmark, 
a fridge magnet, a paper clip, 
and more. Laminated magnet. 
Set of 8. Each clip is 
1"L × ¾"W
PPP3000    $5.75/set
Choose from butterfly, floral, 
music, or Paris

GIRLS CAN DO 
ANYTHING

From ground-breaking 
inventions to feats 
of endurance, "Girls 
Can Do Anything" is a 
compendium of more 
than 200 of the smartest, 
strongest, fastest, and 
most incredible women 
whose achievements have 
contributed to the world 
we live in today. This is 
a perfect selection for 
anyone looking for intellectual stimulation or inspiration 
for a school project. It is ideal all young women 
and reluctant readers too. 320 pages, paperback. 
7½"L × 6"W
FF85770    $29.75

GIFTS KIDS CAN 
MAKE

Here's an easy book 
of enjoyable crafts 
projects for kids -- all 
with the aim of making 
a valued gift for 
someone important. 
Step-by-step simple 
instructions show how 
to make high quality 
toys, ornaments, dolls, 
jewellery, pet toys, 
and decorative items 
for all occasions. All 
of the gifts are made 
from easy-to-find materials that you probably have around the 
house. 96 pages, paperback. 11"L × 8½"W
FF56535    $9.75

MINI LED BOOK LIGHT
This book light features the latest 
generation LED bulb technology, 
providing a wide, even source of 
light for book reading. Comes in a 
storage case. Batteries included.
2¾"L × 1¾"W × 1½"
PPP59209    $5.75

BOOKMARK PEN
The combination of the slim 
design, handy clip and high 
quality pen refill makes it 
a perfect tool to bookmark 
any study book, crossword 
or novel. Also useful for 
taking notes and doing 
puzzles or crosswords. 
5¾"L
BBN45192    $10.75

book nook
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A BOOK LOVER’S DIARY
A journal for noting personal discoveries from the books read 
and recording the books on a wish list. A Book Lover’s Diary is 
a welcome companion during forays to libraries and bookstores 
when the titles of books wanted can vanish from memory.  
144 pages. Hardcover. 8"L × 5½"W
FF09015    $15.00

FAMILY TREE JOURNAL 
Create a family tree for future generations with this family 
tree journal. Fill in details about family genealogy and more 
to make a keepsake that can be preserved for yourself and 
future relatives. 104 pages, hardcover. 11"L × 8½"W 
PPP0492   $21.25

BLOOD SUGAR LOGBOOK
This logbook can help you manage your blood sugar for 
optimum health. The book features daily pages for recording 
food and nutritional data -- including glycemic index, glycemic 
load, supplements, and blood sugar; adaptable for different 
eating plans that focus on blood sugar. 144 pages with log 
pages for 3½ months. 8½"L × 6½"W 
PPP32412    $24.00

"MEMORIES FOR MY GRANDCHILD" JOURNAL
Don't you wish your grandmother had written down her life 
story? This journal enables you to write down yours. Guided 
questions and prompts will help you tell your grandchildren 
(and great-grandchildren to come) all about your life. 96 
pages, concealed wire-o binding. 9¼"L × 7½"W 
PPP30262    $24.50

KIDS' READING LOGBOOK
Allow your child to read independently and keep track 
of books and reading progress with this helpful logbook. 
Celebrate reading accomplishments by adding them to the 
''Books I've Finished'' section in the back. A handy inside back 
cover pocket holds notes, school forms, and more. Hardcover, 
64 pages. 8½"L × 6"W 
PPP32483    $16.00

"OUR FAMILY RECIPES" JOURNAL
Preserve and organize all your treasured family recipes 
-- past, present, and future -- in this attractive recipe journal. 
Record the recipe, the source, and why it holds special 
meaning for your family, as you create a treasure-trove of 
delicious and nostalgic memories. 144 pages, hardcover. 
8¼"L × 6¼"W 
PPP31948    $24.00
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book nook

SCHOOL DAY MEMORIES
The "School Day Memories" 

book provides a safe place 
to house your treasured 

mementos, from pre-school 
through grade 12. The 

book holds both class and 
individual photos; it includes 

10"×12" pockets to hold 
school work and awards and 

comes with a pen. 
14"L × 10"W × 1¼"H

APL00079    $30.00

MAGNETIC PEN
This clever pen has 
a built-in magnet that 
allows you to keep 
it within reach on 
any metal surface in 
your home, office, 
or workshop. The 
magnet inside is 
strong enough to 
hold a piece of paper, 
including your grocery 
list or your child's 
favourite artwork. 
Red. 4-1/3"L
BBN45178    $14.00

ALTERNATIVE FACTS MESSAGE PAD
Just the facts, please! Write them all down 
here on your official ''From the Department of 
Alternative Facts'' message pad; then check 
off whether they're ''Undeniably True,'' ''Almost 
True,'' a ''White Lie,'' an ''Exaggeration,'' or 
''Bogus.'' The lined pad has 60 sheets;12 lines 
per sheet. 4"L × 4"W 
PPP32296    $8.00

2018 CALENDAR DIARY
Add elegance to your plans with this simple, but sophisticated 
calendar diary. The calendar covers 16 months (September 2017 
to December 2018). The lightweight desk engagement calendar fits 
easily in backpacks, totes, and most purses. Hardcover. 7"L × 5"W
PPP32277    $18.50 each
Choose from gold dots or timeless tree design
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2018 16-MONTH WALL CALENDARS
From cute sleeping puppies and napping cats, to breath-taking scenes, these wall calendars deliver images that will help start 
your day with a smile. 12″L × 12″W
SE0100    $19.00
Choose from Cat Naps, Dog is My 
Co-Pilot, Life is Beautiful, Pooped
Puppies, Simplicity, or The 
Proverbial Cat
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calendars

2018 BOXED DAILY CALENDARS
Each of these boxed daily calendars is filled with over 300 
pages of great photographs, illustrations, games, or tips, and 
is attached to an easel that can either sit on a desktop or 
hang from the wall. 6"L × 5"W 
SE0300    $19.00
Choose from A Teacher's Year, Cat Naps, Pooped Puppies, 
or Seize the Day

2018 MINI CALENDARS
From cute sleeping puppies and napping cats, to breath-taking waterscapes and simply stunning scenes, these mini 
calendars deliver images that will help start your day with a smile. 7″L × 7″W
SE0200    $10.00
Choose from Cat Naps, Pooped Puppies, Simplicity, or Waterscapes
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CITRUS WEDGER
The wedger makes eight perfect wedges, in seconds. Simply 
place a lemon or lime in the cradle and push down on the 
handle. Features durable stainless steel cutting blades. 
Dishwasher safe (top rack) and BPA free.
PR2208    $17.75

COCKTAIL STRAINER & CITRUS REAMER
A must-have in any bar, the cocktail strainer is used to strain 

ice from a mixed drink as it is poured into a serving glass. Make 
crafting cocktails easy with this handy 2-in-1 tool which reams 

and strains directly into a shaker or glass; the strainer is curved 
so it can rest on the rim of the shaker or glass. The reamer is 

removable for easy clean up.
TV0927    $13.75

COCKTAIL SET
This cocktail jar set includes a muddler, a branded mason 
jar with a screw cap and strainer, and a jigger featuring 
single and double measurements. The acacia wood 
muddler has a black-coated handle for a comfortable grip. 
Jar capacity: 17 oz; jigger 0.7/1.4 oz
WWF72139    $30.00/set

3-TIER BAR RIMMER
Create the perfect cocktail using this 3-tiered bar rimmer. The 

rimmer features three trays that are labelled 
"SUGAR", "SALT", and "LIME JUICE". 

Fill the rimmer with salt, coloured sugar, 
and lime juice to  coat margarita and

 martini glasses. The trays fold in 
for compact storage.
BN79160    $24.75

NOVELTY ICE CUBE MOULDS
Made of long-lasting, fade-resistant silicone, 
the "Chill with Whimsy" ice cube mould lets 
you add personality to any drink. Freeze 
water, fruit, juice, tea, or herbs to elevate 
your drinks to a new level with the incredibly 
detailed cubes. BPA free, food-safe silicone. 
Dishwasher safe.
TVICE    $12.50
See www.Regal.ca for available designs 
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SLEEP / EAT / LOVE / HOCKEY COASTER SET
These coasters let guests know all about your life essentials 
"sleep, eat, love, hockey". Set of 4, each 4"L × 4"W
SPL15345    $14.00/set

SILVER BALL PARTY PICKS
These party picks are perfect 
for serving smaller portions of 
skewered appetizers or for use as 
decorative accents in cocktails. 
Pack of 40 picks, each 3½"L
SY8352    $7.25/pack

BARWARE GIFT SET
Perfect for a hostess gift or for 
the entertainer, this barware gift 
set includes a glass tumbler, 
2 jumbo ice ball moulds, an 
a cocktail recipe book (45+ 
recipes and full colour photos). 
Gift boxed.
PR2148    $30.00/set

ROCKING WHISKEY GLASS 
An essential for whiskey lovers, these perfectly-balanced 
glasses are large enough for a generous serving of your 
chosen beverage, and can effortlessly rock and rotate, without 
the worry of a spill. The rolling base encourages the spirit to 
breathe, releasing the full character of your tipple. Set of 2 
glasses, each with a 7.8 oz/230 mL capacity
WWF71834    $25.00/pair

SHOT GLASS SET
This handsome shot set includes four shot glasses and 
a serving paddle made from Acacia wood and engraved 
with 'give it your best shot'. The paddle has a painted 
black handle and real leather hanging tie. 13¾"L × 3"W
WWF71839    $32.00/set

whiskey stones not included

SHOT GLASS SET
This handsome shot set includes four shot glasses and 
a serving paddle made from Acacia wood and engraved 
with 'give it your best shot'. The paddle has a painted 
black handle and real leather hanging tie. 13¾"L × 3"W
WWF71839    $32.00/set

ROCKING WHISKEY GLASS 
An essential for whiskey lovers, these perfectly-balanced 
glasses are large enough for a generous serving of your 
chosen beverage, and can effortlessly rock and rotate, without 
the worry of a spill. The rolling base encourages the spirit to 
breathe, releasing the full character of your tipple. Set of 2 
glasses, each with a 7.8 oz/230 mL capacity
WWF71834    $25.00/pair

barw
are
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VINO-2-GO INSULATED 
PLASTIC WINE GLASS
Celebrate Canada with this insulated wine 
tumbler with floating stem. The double wall 
construction prevents condensation and 
keeps your wine at the ideal temperature 
longer. Includes a snap-on lid. Hand wash. 
BPA-free. 10 oz/295 mL capacity. 
PRM02812    $14.50

WINE BOTTLE GLASS
Treat yourself to a large glass of wine with 
this wine bottle glass. The glass has an 
inscription that reads, "I like to limit myself 
to a single glass per day!" The glass is a 
perfect gift for the wine lover in your life. 
Glass. 25 oz/750 mL
SPL12649    $20.00

CHALKBOARD WINE GLASS SET
This wine glass set offers an easy way to keep track of 
everyone's drink. Each glass has a chalkboard label; 
write guests' names or what they're drinking on the 
chalkboard label. A stick of chalk is included. Top rack 
dishwasher safe. Set of 4 glasses, 16 oz 
CGC01715    $29.75/set

THE LITTLE BLACK JOURNAL OF WINE
This journal includes fill-in "Wines to Try" wish list, pages to 
note vineyards to visit, write-in index of wines tasted, and a 
convenient back cover pocket for labels, business cards, and 
more. 176 pages, hardcover. 7½"L × 4½"W
PPP30563    $18.00

GIANT WINE GLASS
What's your wine drinking skill level? 
Perfect for the wine drinker, this giant 
wine glass holds an entire bottle of wine 
(up to 27 oz/798mL).
CGC11093    $29.75

SILICONE WINE BOTTLE STOPPER
Create smiles with this beautiful wine stopper. The silicone stopper features a 
corkscrew-design stopper that ensures easy corking of most bottles of wine; 
the water-tight seal helps prevent leaks and oxidation of wine.
VC1149  Sunflower  $4.00
VC4375  Grape         $4.00
VC1249  Hibiscus    $4.00

Sunflower

Hibiscus

Grape
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PINT GLASS WITH OPENER
The simple yet innovative design of this 
plastic pint glass opener is essential for 
every beer glass collection. No need to 
hunt for a bottle opener as the stainless 
steel base features both a bottle and 
cap opener that's great for backyard 
barbecues and tailgate parties. BPA free 
16 oz/473 mLcapacity. Dishwasher safe. 
PRM02668    $20.25

BEER-THEMED COASTERS
"I'll have a cold one with a little humour!"  
This set of coasters will have your guests 
chuckling. The coasters each feature a 
different print. Set of 4.
SPL10378      $11.00/set

NHL HOCKEY JERSEY-SHAPED BOTTLE COOLER
This bottle cooler is constructed from sublimated diving-weight neoprene and is 
completely infused with "hockey". The laces are adjustable and help accommodate 
bottles of various sizes. The product design takes inspiration from sports jersey collar 
design and striping.
APL3300    $13.50 each
Choose from Boston Bruins, Chicago Blackhawks, Calgary Flames, Edmonton 
Oilers, Montreal Canadiens, Ottawa Senators, Toronto Maple Leafs, 
Vancouver Canucks, or the Winnipeg Jets

GIANT BEER GLASS
What's your beer drinking skill level? 
Perfect for the beer drinker, this giant 
beer glass holds up to 4 bottles of 
beer. 53 oz/1.5 L capacity
CGC10446    $29.75

BEER REVIEW JOURNAL
This portable beer journal fits in your pocket, yet provides plenty of space to record and 

rate your favourite brews, using log pages to record key tasting details for 124 beers; 
144 pages, hardcover. 5¾"L × 4¼"W

PPP32262    $18.00

CHURCH KEY CAN 
& BOTTLE OPENER
This double-sided opener has a bottle 
opener on one end and a can opener on 
the other. Keep the opener close at hand 
to quickly and efficiently open beer and 
soda bottles, tomato sauce and soup 
cans, and more. The plated-steel opener 
features a hard wood handle. 6"L 
RM4262    $3.75

barw
are

BOTTLE AND CAN 
OPENER
Keep this bottle and can opener close 
at hand on your keychain. The compact, 
lightweight bottle opener features a 
built-in soda can tab lifter; it is perfect 
for outdoor events like picnics, beach 
outings, and tailgate parties. 
BN79104    $4.50
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DEVILLED EGG SERVING TRAYS
Devilled eggs are always a favourite at parties. These devilled 
egg servers store and transport up to 18 yummy treats. The 
sturdy plastic trays with clip-on lid make stacking easy; the 
trays nest together for storage. 
Pack of 2; each measures  10½"Dia × 2"H
APL0830    $18.00/pack

BALSAMIC CARAMELIZED ONION SPREAD
Sweet onions mix beautifully with a splash of balsamic vinegar 
to create a chunky onion spread with a slight finish of heat.
12.3 oz/349 g jar
RC26953    $9.50/jar

ONION BLOSSOM HORSERADISH DIP
This dip is a potato's soul mate whether you smash it with red 
skinned spuds or spoon it over baked taters. 
10.1 oz/286 g jar
RC23253    $10.75/jar

CHEESEMARKERS
Identify cheese varieties or buffet dishes when serving or 
entertaining with this set of elegantly-shaped porcelain 
cheese markers. Use the included pen (with washable ink) 
to write in the cheese name. Set of 7: 6 cheese markers and 
a pen. Each 2½"L
BI1361    $12.00/set

SILICONE GARLIC PEELER
This garlic peeler peels the skin away from garlic cloves. 
Simply insert a garlic clove into the peeler and rub the peel-
er between your hands, or roll the peeler on the countertop 
applying pressure with your hand. The peeler is quick and 
practical, and doesn't leave a garlic odour on your hands. 
Hand wash.
RM6709    $7.75

EGG TIMER
Place this reusable temperature sensor into your pot with 
eggs, and the colour will change to indicate when the 
eggs are soft- or hard-boiled. Soft boiled eggs are as you 
like them, every time and hard boiled eggs are no longer 
overcooked, so they have perfectly coloured yolks and a 
smooth texture.
HR0017    $8.50
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RECIPE ROCK
Recipe sheets always seem to get in the 
way when you're cooking. Use this recipe 
rock to hold up to 8 pages of recipes in 
easy reach; the base and magnetic ball 
make it easy to keep your recipes in a 
convenient location without taking up all 
your counter space. The recipe rock is 
great for holding up recipes torn out of a 
magazine, printed off the internet, or on 
note cards.3¼"L × 2-3/8"W
AX1315  Black     $19.75 each
AX1299  Red        $19.75 each
AX1301  White     $19.75 each

ALUMINUM POTATO NAILS
When inserted through a potato before 
baking, the aluminum nail conducts 
the heat of the oven into the centre of 
the potato, decreasing the baking time 
required. Pack of 4, each 6¼"L
RM6821.4    $6.25/pack

CITRUS PEELER
This simple and efficient citrus peeler 
is great for peeling oranges, grapefruit, 
lemons, and limes. Food-safe plastic. 
6"L
RM5824    $2.50

GLASS POT WATCHER
Place this  tempered glass pot 
watcher in your pot to stop it from 
boiling over. Use when boiling water, 
in soups, or in pasta. When the 
water begins to boil, the pot watcher 
will begin to rattle in the bottom of 
the pot. Top rack dishwasher safe.
RM6701    $3.25

SILICONE LID
This strawberry-shaped silicone lid is a beautiful and practical alternative to plastic 

wrap. Unlike plastic wrap the silicone lid can be reused over and over. The lid seals 
tight on all smooth rims, meaning any bowl can be used for food storage. The lid 
creates an air-tight, water-tight seal for reheating and storing. It can also be used 

while serving food, to keep your dishes hot or cold longer, and is the perfect choice 
for outdoor entertaining to keep insects out of your serving bowls. 9"Dia

VC2904    Poppy  (6"Dia)  $13.00
VC2902    Poppy  (8"Dia)  $20.00
VC2901  Poppy  (11"Dia)  $24.00
VC1048  Lily Pad  (6"Dia)  $13.00
VC1034  Lily Pad  (8"Dia)  $17.00
VC1009  Lily Pad  (9"Dia)  $20.00

Poppy

appetizing ideas
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COPPER HUMMINGBIRD SWING
This hummingbird swing is the perfect 

addition to your garden. Hummingbirds 
are territorial and will use this swing as 

a perch to watch over their food source. 
Simply place the swing near your feeder 

and watch them sit and swing.
7" × 5½" × ¼" 

WBT2001    $17.00

SWING TIME BIRD FEEDER
Remember the idyllic summer fun of a 
tire swing hanging from a big oak in the 
backyard? This ceramic tire-shaped bird 
feeder comes complete with a hanging 
rope. 5-7/8"Dia 
FD2189    $19.00

HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER
This hummingbird feeder features four 

feeding stations with resting perches, a 
wide mouth for easy filling and cleaning, 

a built-in bee guard, and a built-in ant 
moat to keep the bugs away.

WBT2403   $12.75

LARGE HOT 
AIR BALLOON 
GARDEN SPINNER
Add a flutter of activity and a splash of 
colour to your garden with this large 
hot air balloon-shaped garden spinner. 
Nylon. Assorted colours. 55"L × 3"Dia.
SPL98147    $25.00 each
(limited stock)

WINDOW-MOUNT SPY BIRDHOUSE
Use this window-mount spy birdhouse to watch birds up 

close as they raise their young. The house features a 
crystal clear acrylic pane, a 2-way mirror sticker, a front 

perch for birds to nest on, and an indoor privacy curtain. 
Resin. 7¾"L × 4¾"W × 2¾"D

HMP40411    $24.75

Thinking
of

Spring
4½ Feet
in length
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GLASS RAIN GAUGE
Keep your garden in check 
with this rain gauge. Made 

from glass, the gauge 
features an easy-to-read 
display that measures up 

to 5 inches of rainfall.  
6¾"H × 2¼"W 

LCT0704    $7.75
WOODEN WEATHER STICK
This weather stick is a unique way to measure 
the weather. Hang the stick outside under 
southern or western exposure, mounted 
about 6 feet high. The stick bends up for good 
weather and down for poor weather. 16"L 
WBT6001    $11.25

OUTDOOR THERMOMETER 
WITH KEY HOLDER
Is it a sit outside kind of day? This outdoor 
thermometer will keep you in the know. 
Constructed of durable and fade resistant 
resin, the tube-style thermometer has a spot 
for you to hide your key, so you never get 
locked out. Temperature range: -40 to 120°F/-
40 to 50ºC. 17¾"L × 4"W
LCT8663    $9.75

WIRELESS WEATHER THERMOMETER
Check the temperature of the inside and 
outside of your home with this weather 
thermometer which wirelessly connects to 
an outdoor temperature sensor. Requires 2 
AA (sensor) and 2 AAA batteries (display). 
Indoor: 32 to 122°F/0 to 50°C. Outdoor: -40 
to 140°F/-40 to 60°C. 3¾"L × 2½"W × 1½"D 
LCT0308    $25.75

INDOOR DIGITAL THERMOMETER
This easy-to-read digital thermometer is 
truly multi-functional. Stand it on a desk 
or table or hang it on the wall to monitor 
the room temperature. Or, hang it from a 
refrigerator shelf to serve as a refrigerator 
thermometer. A magnet on the back also 
allows it to be attached to the side of an 
appliance. An on/off switch saves power 
when not needed. Temperature range: -4 
to 122°F/-20 to 50°C. Requires LR1130 
battery (included). 2¾"L × 1¾"W
LCT0314    $13.00

STORM GLASS 
BAROMETER
This updated storm glass 
barometer responds to 
atmospheric fluctuations 
to forecast the weather. 
Crystals within the glass 
chamber cluster or 
disperse with changes 
in air pressure or 
temperature. 
5½"H × 2-3/8"W × 2-3/8"L 
KKL07607    $24.75

WIRELESS WEATHER THERMOMETER
Check the temperature of the inside and 
outside of your home with this weather 
thermometer which wirelessly connects to 
an outdoor temperature sensor. Requires 2 
AA (sensor) and 2 AAA batteries (display). 
Indoor: 32 to 122°F/0 to 50°C. Outdoor: -40 
to 140°F/-40 to 60°C. 3¾"L × 2½"W × 1½"D 
LCT0308    $25.75

outdoors

GLASS RAIN GAUGE
Keep your garden in check 
with this rain gauge. Made 

from glass, the gauge 
features an easy-to-read 
display that measures up 

to 5 inches of rainfall.  
6¾"H × 2¼"W 

LCT0704    $7.75
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